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Executive Summary

At the first nuclear security summit in April 2010, the assembled leaders agreed on the goal of securing all vulnerable nuclear material worldwide within four years, including consolidating plutonium and highly enriched uranium (HEU) to fewer locations and minimizing the use of HEU “where technically and economically feasible.” Reducing the number of buildings and sites where nuclear weapons and weapons-usable nuclear material exist is a key element of preventing nuclear theft and nuclear terrorism, as the only way to completely eliminate the risk that nuclear material will be stolen from a particular location is to remove the material itself. States can achieve more effective nuclear security at lower cost if they have fewer places with nuclear weapons or weapons-usable nuclear material to protect.

The fundamental goal must be to reduce the number of sites and transports as far and as quickly as possible, and provide highly effective security for those that remain. Over time, the civil use of HEU should be phased out, and HEU should be eliminated from all civil sites. This paper outlines the efforts the international community is already making to meet these objectives, and recommends a range of next steps.

Today, nuclear weapons or their essential ingredients exist in hundreds of buildings and bunkers in dozens of countries, with widely varying levels of security. Fortunately, an array of national and international efforts to move nuclear weapons and weapons-usable nuclear material to fewer locations have been underway for years, and have made major progress. Since the end of the Cold War, nuclear weapons have been removed from many countries and scores of nuclear weapon sites have been eliminated. Twenty countries have eliminated all the weapons-usable nuclear material on their soil—six of them since President Obama called for a four-year effort to secure nuclear materials in April 2009. All weapons-usable nuclear material has been removed from dozens of other sites around the world. Some 180 research reactors that once used HEU fuel have either shut down or converted to using low-enriched uranium that cannot be used in a nuclear bomb. The world is more secure as a result.

But there is much more to be done. There are stocks of material and types of facilities that are not yet targeted for consolidation, and a range of political, bureaucratic, technical, and financial barriers to be overcome. There are potentially effective policy tools that have not yet been fully utilized. This paper (a) discusses how to set priorities among different stocks to be consolidated; (b) describes the scope and progress of existing consolidation efforts; and (c) suggests steps to complement and extend the existing programs. Our discussion of the next steps for consolidation will fall into two categories: covering additional stocks and facilities that are not yet effectively addressed, and using additional policy approaches to strengthen the effort. On the next page, table ES-1 summarizes our recommendations.


Table ES-1: Summary of Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISSUE</th>
<th>RECOMMENDATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vision and goals</td>
<td>The United States and other governments should outline a clear vision for consolidation that includes removing all materials from the most vulnerable sites. The goal for the next few years should be to reduce the number of countries with weapons-usable nuclear material by ~50%; reduce the number of buildings and bunkers with nuclear weapons or weapons-usable material by 30-50%; and phase out civilian use of HEU entirely.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prioritization</td>
<td>Consolidation efforts must be prioritized to focus on those stocks that offer the most risk reduction per unit of money or political capital invested. The highest-risk sites have some combination of the following factors: they contain enough material for a bomb, in forms that can readily be processed for use in a bomb; they have comparatively weak security measures in place; and they are in locations where adversary threats are high. Sites where there are few political, technical or economic barriers to consolidation should also be prioritized.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expanded Coverage of Materials and Facilities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S.-origin HEU</td>
<td>The United States should work in partnership with each of the states where U.S.-origin HEU exists to develop a specific plan and timetable for the elimination of this material. The United States should be willing to provide technical assistance and incentives for action where necessary. The United States should continue to work with these countries to complete and maintain an up-to-date database of the locations of all U.S.-origin HEU and separated plutonium.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian HEU research reactors</td>
<td>Russia should develop a strategic plan for minimizing its civilian use of HEU, converting many of its reactors at research institutes to use low enriched uranium (LEU) fuel and closing unneeded facilities, including many of its pulse reactors and critical assemblies. As Russia’s HEU-fueled research reactors are managed by several different institutions, Russia should pull together an interagency effort that is able to make authoritative decisions. It should ship all unneeded HEU to sites where it can be down-blended or reprocessed. The United States should offer technical assistance for feasibility studies and conversion of HEU reactors to LEU fuel in Russia, and offer other incentives for consolidation. Russia and the United States should agree to use the Mayak Fissile Material Storage Facility as a site to send any separated plutonium or HEU whose risk of theft would be reduced by doing so.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical assemblies and pulse reactors</td>
<td>Countries with HEU or plutonium-fueled critical assemblies or pulse reactors should convert them or shut them down, as few such facilities are still needed. The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) should convene a workshop to determine which critical assemblies, if any, are still required and still need to use HEU or plutonium fuel. In a limited number of cases, where reactors are very likely to continue to operate and cannot readily be converted to LEU, the United States should consider helping facilities to convert to a lower level of enrichment of HEU that would pose lower risks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISSUE</strong></td>
<td><strong>RECOMMENDATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not-yet-covered reactors</td>
<td>The United States and Russia should examine options for using LEU in the next generation of naval reactors, and Russia should accelerate the transition to LEU fuel for its HEU-powered nuclear icebreaker fleet. The United States should work to ensure that countries take the full spectrum of security costs and risks into account before building new HEU or plutonium-fueled reactors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoiding the spread of HEU or plutonium production</td>
<td>The United States should work with other countries to engage North Korea and Iran, putting together packages of incentives and disincentives that convince these governments that it is in their national interests not to have nuclear weapons or capabilities to manufacture them rapidly. The United States and other interested countries should continue to pursue multiple means to limit the spread of enrichment and reprocessing plants, the key facilities that can produce weapons-usable nuclear material.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civilian plutonium</td>
<td>Countries should work together to reduce the accumulation of civilian stocks of separated plutonium. To that end, the United States should reiterate its 1990s position that it does not encourage reprocessing and does not itself reprocess for either nuclear energy or nuclear weapons. Countries that do reprocess should minimize sites and transports containing separated plutonium as much as practicable (for example by co-locating reprocessing and fuel fabrication facilities).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military plutonium and HEU</td>
<td>The United States and Russia should agree to develop strategic consolidation plans for the HEU and separated plutonium in their nuclear weapons complexes. The United States should complete its ongoing consolidation, and Russia should seek to consolidate these materials to four or five of its closed cities and cut the number of buildings housing these materials by 50% or more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear weapons</td>
<td>The United States and Russia should develop strategic plans to consolidate their nuclear weapons storage to the minimum practical number of sites. The two countries should launch a joint initiative in which thousands of nuclear weapons on each side would be consolidated in secure storage open to monitoring by the other side, and committed to eventual verified dismantlement. As part of such an initiative, the United States should remove its tactical nuclear weapons from Europe. The United States and Russia should work with other states with nuclear weapons to convince them not to expand their number of storage sites, and to consolidate where possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Use of Additional Policy Tools and Incentives</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective nuclear security rules</td>
<td>Countries should put in place effective nuclear security rules, with appropriate grading for different materials, providing effective protection for HEU and plutonium sites. Doing so will create a financial incentive to remove these materials wherever possible to reduce security costs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incentives for shutdown</td>
<td>The United States and other interested countries should offer a range of incentives to convince operators or agencies that oversee facilities to shut facilities that are no longer needed. These shutdown efforts should be institutionally separated from conversion efforts so that managers of reactors with HEU do not suspect officials who assist in conversion to LEU to be ultimately interested in shutting down the reactor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Issue</strong></td>
<td><strong>Recommendation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broader targeted incentives for consolidation</td>
<td>The United States and other interested countries should offer a broad range of incentives, targeted to the concerns of individual facilities and the agencies that oversee them, to gain agreement on removing nuclear weapons, separated plutonium, or HEU from particular sites. The United States and Russia should work together to convince Belarus to return to its commitment to eliminate its dangerous HEU stockpile. South Africa should reaffirm its non-proliferation leadership by deciding to eliminate the hundreds of kilograms of HEU left over from its former weapons program (and the smaller stocks of HEU in irradiated fuel and targets from the Pelindaba reactor). Similarly, Japan should close or convert its Fast Critical Assembly, which also has hundreds of kilograms of weapon-grade HEU.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incentives for non-HEU isotope production</td>
<td>The international community, having agreed on the goal of minimizing the civil use of HEU, should send the message to producers of medical isotopes that they will give preference to purchasing isotopes made without HEU. The United States is the largest market for medical isotopes and should either prohibit imports of medical isotopes made with HEU once sufficient non-HEU supplies are available, or impose a substantial user fee on all isotopes made from HEU (with the funds used to help producers convert to non-HEU production). The United States should also make clear that it will end exports of HEU for isotope production by a date certain, unless further exports are needed to fulfill medical needs. European governments should eliminate the regulatory hurdles restricting import of medical isotopes made without HEU. Canada should work to convince Russia to shift to non-HEU production for its isotope contract with Canadian firms. Medical societies should educate their members about the value of purchasing isotopes made without HEU. The National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) should consider increasing the cap on Global Threat Reduction Initiative (GTRI) support for domestic firms developing non-HEU production approaches from $25 to $50 million.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A broad offer to buy HEU</td>
<td>The United States should offer to buy HEU from any country willing to sell, and willing to commit not to produce or acquire more, offering something in the range of $25,000 per kilogram for weapon-grade material and less for less-enriched or irradiated HEU. The material should then be moved to secure, centralized facilities in the United States.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strengthening the consolidation norm</td>
<td>The United States and other interested countries should seek to strengthen the global norm of nuclear weapons and materials consolidation, through the nuclear security summit process, the next Non-Proliferation Treaty Review Conference, and other international fora. Next steps should include agreements to declare stockpiles of HEU and separated plutonium, to convert any facilities that can be converted, to shut any facilities that are unneeded, and to eliminate any HEU that facilities no longer need. Parties to nuclear weapon-free zones should eliminate their HEU and separated plutonium and declare their zones free of weapons usable material as well.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue</td>
<td>Recommendation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing adequate funding</td>
<td>Despite current budget pressures, the United States and other donor states should provide sufficient funds so that efforts to consolidate nuclear weapons and weapons-usable materials are not slowed by lack of resources. Countries participating in the Global Partnership Against the Spread of Weapons and Materials of Mass Destruction should focus some of their funding on helping states consolidate nuclear materials at fewer locations. Russia should set aside funds for shipping Russian-origin HEU back to Russia and processing it there, and for conversions, decommissioning, and shipment and processing of HEU within Russia. France, which fabricates much of the world’s research reactor fuel, should contribute to the cost of providing LEU fuel for converting reactors, and South Korea should do the same as it begins producing high-density LEU research reactor fuel. Canada should continue to fund U.S. NNSA efforts, and fund nuclear security improvements in Russia. The United Kingdom should also support global consolidation efforts through direct donations to the IAEA research reactor division or GTRI, or by paying for the removal of any remaining HEU that it once transferred to foreign countries. China should continue to assist in the conversion of HEU-fueled mini neutron source reactors that it sent to foreign countries, and also increase its dedicated financial support for the IAEA research reactor division’s consolidation efforts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing excess stockpiles</td>
<td>The United States and Russia should agree to reduce their nuclear weapons stockpiles to something in the range of 1,000 weapons each, and to place all plutonium and HEU beyond the stocks needed to support these low, agreed warhead stockpiles (and modest stocks for other military missions, such as naval fuel) in secure, monitored storage pending disposition. They should then seek to accelerate the disposition of both HEU and plutonium, while maintaining high standards of security and accounting throughout the process. The countries with substantial stockpiles of separated civilian plutonium should work to reduce these stockpiles over time, ultimately reducing current stocks by 90 percent or more. The international community should redouble efforts to negotiate a fissile cutoff treaty, developing the text outside the Conference on Disarmament if necessary. States with nuclear weapons should open their reprocessing and enrichment facilities to IAEA safeguards and provide resources to the IAEA for safeguards implementation, allowing the existing production moratoria to begin to be verified pending negotiation of a verification regime for the fissile cutoff.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INTRODUCTION

At the first nuclear security summit in Washington, D.C. in April 2010, the assembled leaders agreed on the goal of securing all vulnerable nuclear material worldwide within four years. As part of that effort, the leaders agreed to “secure, account for, and consolidate” highly enriched uranium (HEU) and separated plutonium (the essential ingredients of nuclear weapons), to “encourage the conversion of reactors” from using HEU to using low-enriched uranium (LEU) that cannot fuel a nuclear bomb, and to encourage “the minimization of use” of HEU “where technically and economically feasible.”1 Several countries announced plans at the summit to eliminate all the weapons-usable material on their soil—and it is likely that more countries will make such announcements at the Seoul nuclear security summit in March 2012.2 As described in more detail below, the international community is already making significant progress toward the goal of consolidating nuclear weapons and materials. Twenty countries have eliminated all the weapons-usable nuclear material on their soil, with six of those having completed the effort since President Obama first called for a four-year effort to secure nuclear material around the world in April 2009. More countries may soon join this group: Ukraine and Mexico, for example, both pledged at the 2010 nuclear security summit to eliminate all the weapons-usable nuclear material on their soil by the 2012 Nuclear Security Summit.

Why is consolidating nuclear materials at fewer locations important? Strengthening nuclear security can only reduce the risk that nuclear material will be stolen from a particular building; it can never

---


eliminate it. The only way to reduce that risk to zero is to remove the material entirely, so that there is no weapons-usable material left to steal. Every site where nuclear weapons or highly enriched uranium (HEU) or plutonium exist, and every transport of such items, is another chance for nuclear theft to occur—another group of insiders with access to the material, another chance for thieves to find a weak point in the inevitable variations in security measures from one operation to another. States can achieve more effective nuclear security at lower cost if they have fewer places with nuclear weapons or weapons-usable nuclear material to protect. Eliminating material from a site is an inherently sustainable security approach—once it is gone, no more time or money is needed to ensure that it will not be stolen. And efforts to consolidate material to fewer locations can play a key role in removing material entirely from some of the highest-risk sites.

For all these reasons, consolidating nuclear weapons and materials to the minimum practical number of locations, and minimizing ongoing transports of these items, must be a fundamental part of improving nuclear security—during the four-year effort agreed to at the 2010 Nuclear Security Summit and beyond. The fundamental goal must be to reduce the number of sites and transports as far and as quickly as possible, and provide highly effective security for those that remain. Over time, one key goal should be to end the civil use of HEU, and to eliminate HEU from civil sites. All countries with nuclear weapons, plutonium, or HEU must contribute to this consolidation effort. Each country that possesses such weapons or materials should examine each of its sites where these stocks exist, and each transport operation, to see whether it could be eliminated or converted to use less dangerous materials; each of these sites and transport operations represents an additional risk of nuclear theft, and should only continue to exist if its benefits outweigh its risks and costs. Countries could commit to undertake such a site-by-site review at or after the Seoul nuclear security summit, and announce consolidation steps resulting from the review at the next summit in 2014.

For reducing the danger of nuclear theft, reducing the number of sites is more important than reducing the sheer quantity of nuclear weapons or weapons-usable materials. (Reducing the huge stocks of nuclear weapons and materials that now exist is important for achieving deep nuclear arms reductions, however—and can contribute to reducing nuclear theft risks if appropriately managed.) Since even a single terrorist nuclear bomb would pose a terrifying threat, a site where 10 nuclear weapons are stored poses nearly the same risk of nuclear theft as a site where 1,000 nuclear weapons are stored, and a site where 100 tons of plutonium are stored does not pose a dramatically larger risk than a site where a single ton of plutonium is stored. Terrorists will get their nuclear material where

---

3 Note that while consolidation is occurring, transports will usually be required; it is only after the material has been moved to secure, consolidated locations that the pace of transports can be reduced. But the very short-term increase in risk from a transport, combined with the long-term risk reduction from eliminating a site that once had weapons-usable nuclear materials, will lead to significantly lower integrated risk over time—if the transport and the destination site are both well-secured. All transports of nuclear weapons, HEU, and plutonium should be effectively secured, and ongoing transportation that does not contribute to long-term security improvements should be minimized.


ever they conclude it is easiest to get—not from the facilities that have the most of it. Nevertheless, dismantling nuclear weapons and converting materials to forms that can no longer be used in nuclear weapons can be important elements of consolidation. (See “Reducing Excess Stockpiles,” p. 35.)

**SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM AND A VISION FOR THE FUTURE**

How large is the problem? How many buildings and bunkers are there where nuclear weapons, HEU, or separated plutonium exist? Specific numbers are hard to come by in the unclassified literature. Today, HEU or plutonium separated from spent fuel exists in hundreds of buildings—not thousands—in some 32 countries.\(^6\) Nine of those countries possess nuclear weapons, which are located in hundreds of bunkers at more than a hundred sites—including, in the case of U.S. nuclear weapons, sites on the territories of five non-nuclear-weapon states in Europe.\(^7\) While many of the countries where these materials exist have only a single facility where HEU or separated plutonium are located (such as an HEU-fueled research reactor), others may have dozens of buildings and bunkers where nuclear weapons or weapons-usable fissile materials are stored or processed (or, in the case of Russia, hundreds of such locations).

HEU and plutonium are used for both military and civil purposes, and exist in a wide variety of forms—fabricated fuel elements and weapon components, metal plates and ingots, oxides, solutions, scrap, wastes, and more. The military stockpiles are larger, but are generally heavily guarded, while the smaller civil stockpiles often have more modest security measures in place, particularly at small facilities such as research reactors.\(^8\) Well over 100 research and training reactors still use HEU as their fuel, consuming over 700 kilograms of HEU every year.\(^9\) Dozens more naval reactors, particularly in the navies of the United States and Russia, use nearly three tons of HEU every year. The number of sites processing or using separated plutonium is measured in dozens, but the quantities involved are large, with over 10 tons separated from spent fuel every year. Scores or hundreds of transports of nuclear weapons, HEU, or plutonium from one place to another occur every year.

We believe the number of sites where these dangerous stocks are stored and handled can and should be drastically reduced, without compromising the military and civil missions for which they are used. With sufficient international consensus and political will, it might be possible, within a very few years, to:

- Remove nuclear material entirely from the world’s most vulnerable sites.

---


\(^7\) Robert S. Norris and Hans M. Kristensen, “Nuclear Notebook: Worldwide Deployments of Nuclear Weapons, 2009,” *Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists*, November/December 2009, [http://bos.sagepub.com/content/65/6/86.full](http://bos.sagepub.com/content/65/6/86.full) (accessed 27 February 2012). This estimate (a) does not include sites where nuclear weapons are located temporarily (such as locations at naval bases where weapons might be stored pending being loaded onto a submarine, or locations where weapons might be stored while being transferred from one rail line to another); and (b) counts sites that may have a dozen or more weapon storage bunkers, or hundreds of missile silos, as one site. If these counting rules were changed, the number would be far larger.


• Reduce the number of countries where weapons-usable materials exist by as much as 50%.
• Reduce the number of locations where nuclear weapons and weapons-usable nuclear materials exist by 30-50%.
• Provide highly effective security and accounting at all of the remaining sites.

The vision, in short, is of a world in which sites with nuclear weapons and weapons-usable nuclear material are rare, and where they do exist, are well-secured. Over the longer term, one key goal of the consolidation effort should be to phase out the civil use of HEU. Over time, these consolidated stockpiles should also be dramatically reduced.

Fortunately, the United States and other countries have been investing for years in an array of programs with consolidation as their objective, and these efforts have made major progress. Twenty countries have eliminated all the weapons-usable nuclear material on their soil. Nuclear weapons once deployed in countries all over the world now exist only in the nine states that possess them and four more in Europe, eliminating scores of nuclear weapon storage locations. All weapons-usable nuclear material has been removed from scores of other sites around the world. Dozens of research reactors have converted from using HEU fuel to using low-enriched uranium that cannot be used in a nuclear bomb, or have shut down and eliminated their HEU. The world is more secure as a result. In a very real sense, the removed material represents bombs that will never go off.\textsuperscript{10}

But there is more to be done. There are stocks of material and types of facilities that are not yet targeted for consolidation or have resisted consolidation efforts. There are potentially effective policy tools that have not yet been utilized. This paper will (a) discuss how to set priorities among different stocks to be consolidated; (b) describe the progress and scope of existing consolidation efforts; and (c) suggest steps to complement and extend the existing programs, falling into two categories: covering additional stocks and facilities that are not yet effectively addressed, and using additional policy approaches to strengthen the effort. Because we are writing within the United States, and the United States has played the leading role in financing and leading consolidation efforts to date,\textsuperscript{11} many of our recommendations are directed to U.S. policymakers—but consolidation is an effort that all states with nuclear weapons, HEU, or separated plutonium on their soil should take part in.

**Setting Consolidation Priorities**

Consolidation efforts must be prioritized to focus on those stocks that offer the most risk reduction per unit of money or political capital invested. Security improvement efforts should be similarly

\textsuperscript{11} Most U.S.-supported consolidation efforts have been financed by the National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA), part of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). The program putting the most resources into consolidation specifically is the U.S. Global Threat Reduction Initiative (GTRI), which was launched in 2004 to unite and expand several earlier efforts focused on converting research reactors and repatriating irradiated HEU fuels. The International Materials Protection and Cooperation program (more commonly known as Materials Protection, Control, and Accounting, or MPC&A) has also supported the Materials Consolidation and Conversion (MCC) effort within Russia, and has also supported a number of nuclear institutions in the former Soviet Union that are working to reduce the number of buildings on their sites where HEU or separated plutonium are stored and processed. A number of other NNSA programs and other agencies of the U.S. government also contribute to these efforts. Many other countries are making important contributions, as is the International Atomic Energy Agency.
prioritized, based on the principle of “graded safeguards,” in which those materials that would be easiest to make into a nuclear bomb require the highest level of security. Clearly a site with less than a kilogram of HEU, or where there seems little chance of convincing the operator to cooperate, does not deserve the same focus as a site where there is a real opportunity to remove hundreds of kilograms or tons of weapon-grade HEU metal. Consolidation efforts should focus on stocks with the following characteristics.\textsuperscript{12}

\textbf{Enough material for a bomb, or a substantial step toward a bomb.} Making a simple “gun-type” bomb, the easiest for terrorists to build, requires at least 50 kilograms of HEU enriched to 90\% U-235 (and somewhat more material if it is less enriched, or if the design of the weapon is crude). An “implosion-type” bomb would be more challenging for terrorists to make—but still plausible, especially if they had knowledgeable help. Such a bomb is more efficient, requiring less material. The implosion bomb that destroyed the Japanese city of Nagasaki used roughly 6 kilograms of plutonium; a similar bomb using HEU would require roughly three times as much material.\textsuperscript{13} Modern designs and explosives could make it possible to make do with less, and there is also the possibility that terrorists could get material from several sources, adding up in the end to being enough for a bomb. Hence, the Convention on Physical Protection of Nuclear Materials and IAEA recommendations specify that any stock of material that contains 5 kilograms or more of U-235 in HEU, or 2 kilograms or more of plutonium, should be considered “Category I,” requiring the highest level of security.\textsuperscript{14} In short, consolidation efforts should focus first on sites with enough high-quality HEU for a gun-type bomb; then on sites with enough HEU or separated plutonium for an implosion-type bomb; and then on sites with smaller Category I stocks. Stocks with less material than Category I should receive significantly lower priority.

\textbf{Material in forms that would not pose large obstacles to use in a bomb.} Some materials would be easier for adversaries to steal and make a bomb from than others. The isotopic content, physical form, chemical form, and radiation level emitted by the material all affect how hard it would be to steal and use in a nuclear bomb. In particular, while HEU does not have to be “weapon-grade” (enriched to 90\% or more U-235) to be used to make a bomb, it is easier and requires less material to make a bomb from more enriched material. HEU enriched to less than 40\% U-235 should receive significantly lower priority than HEU at much higher enrichments. Unfortunately, both “weapon-grade” and “reactor-grade” plutonium can be used to make nuclear explosives, and official assessments in the United States and elsewhere have concluded that any state or group that could make a bomb from weapon-grade material would likely also be able to make a bomb from reactor-grade material.\textsuperscript{15}

\textsuperscript{12} The largest U.S.-funded consolidation effort, the Global Threat Reduction Initiative (GTRI), already has a risk-based prioritization approach based on somewhat similar factors—the category of the material at a site, a rough judgment about security at a site, and an estimate of the level of adversary threat at that location. The approach described here would use similar criteria in somewhat more depth, while also encouraging GTRI to focus its efforts even more intently on high risk facilities. The NTI Nuclear Material Security Index provides ratings of countries based on publicly confirmable indicators of nuclear security, threat level, and quantity of materials and sites, offering another perspective on priorities.


\textsuperscript{15} A terrorist bomb made from reactor-grade plutonium, however, would likely have a lower explosive yield than one made from weapon-grade plutonium, because the many neutrons present in reactor-grade plutonium would be
Nevertheless, sites with weapon-grade plutonium should receive modestly higher priority than sites with reactor-grade material.

Similarly, nuclear material that could readily be converted into forms usable in nuclear weapons—such as high-concentration HEU or plutonium metal or oxides—deserves higher priority than material requiring more chemical processing. If HEU or plutonium are mixed with other materials so that they are only a few percent by weight, thieves would have to steal a much larger amount of material to get enough for a bomb, and would then have to chemically process the stolen material to get the plutonium or HEU out of it. Unfortunately, however, while this separation would take time and add steps to the adversaries’ effort, any group capable of accomplishing the difficult job of making a nuclear bomb from HEU or plutonium metal is likely also to be able to accomplish the simpler job of separating plutonium from uranium in fresh uranium-plutonium mixed oxide (MOX) fuel, or uranium from aluminum in typical research reactor fuel.

The physical form of material also matters: high-concentration HEU or plutonium in bulk form (such as powders) may be easier for insiders to steal without detection, and should thus receive urgent attention. Large, countable items with only low concentrations of material (so that adversaries would have to steal hundreds of kilograms or tons of material to get enough HEU or plutonium for a bomb) are likely to be less attractive targets for theft.

Radioactivity levels should also factor into prioritization decisions. Fresh plutonium and uranium that has not been used in reactors, while radioactive, are not radioactive enough to be hard to steal or easy to detect. Once material has been irradiated in a reactor, though, it becomes much more radioactive. Spent fuel from nuclear power reactors poses little risk of nuclear theft because it is in the form of massive, intensely radioactive fuel assemblies, and the plutonium it contains is only 1% by weight. The radiation is so intense that an adversary standing a meter away from a spent fuel assembly would be disabled by acute radiation sickness while a theft was still in progress.

Spent fuel from research reactors is a very different thing, in most cases. Research reactor fuel assemblies tend to be small and portable, and they typically generate much less power during their lifetime, resulting in many fewer fission products and much less intense radioactivity. Fairly quickly after research reactor fuel is discharged from a reactor, it is no longer radioactive enough to disable thieves in the course of a theft. Moreover, “spent” research reactor fuel often remains quite highly enriched: material that was 90% U-235 when it was loaded into a reactor is still likely to be more than 80% enriched when discharged—and the Hiroshima bomb was approximately 80% enriched. Spent HEU targets from production of medical isotopes are often still about 90% enriched. In an age of suicidal terrorists, it is time to abandon the old notion that material emitting enough radiation to almost certain to start the nuclear chain reaction prematurely. Designs from sophisticated nuclear weapon states can overcome that problem. For a detailed unclassified statement, see U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Arms Control and Nonproliferation, *Nonproliferation and Arms Control Assessment of Weapons-Usable Fissile Material Storage and Excess Plutonium Disposition Alternatives*, DOE/NN-0007 (Washington, D.C.: DOE, 1997); http://www.osti.gov/bridge/servlets/purl/425259-CXr7Qn/webviewable/425259.pdf, pp. 37-39.

Research reactors often use their fuel until about half of the U-235 atoms have been split. One might think this would mean that 90% enriched material would now be 45% enriched, but it does not work that way. If nine out of ten of the uranium atoms are U-235 (with the other being U-238), and half the U-235 atoms are split, that means that there will be 4.5 U-235 atoms left, on average, and still only one atom of U-238, so that the material is still over 80% U-235. The picture is very different, however, if the material started as, for example, 36% enriched HEU (the level now used in many Russian-supplied research reactors). If half the U-235 atoms in that material are fissioned, the resulting material will be only barely over the 20% U-235 threshold defining highly enriched uranium.
cause a dose of 1 gray (100 rad) per hour at one meter is “self-protecting” against theft; it would take 10-100 times that level of radiation to disable thieves during the course of a theft. It is important to understand, also, that the chemical processing required to separate uranium from irradiated research reactor fuel is essentially identical to the processing required to separate uranium from fresh fuel. In short, for research reactor fuel that started off very highly enriched, the reduction in priority for the irradiated fuel should in most cases be modest.

Sites with modest security measures in place, or conditions that make it difficult to prevent theft. Clearly, removing weapons-usable material from sites where only modest security measures are in place to protect it should be a higher priority than removing it from sites where extensive security measures are in place. Almost all HEU-fueled research reactors have been upgraded to meet IAEA physical protection recommendations, but as these recommendations are very general and open to interpretation, many of these facilities—some of which are on university campuses—have only modest security measures in place. Some, for example, have no armed guards on-site, and may have security measures that would offer little time between when the first alarm sounded and when adversaries might gain access to the nuclear material. Many military-purpose facilities, by contrast, have extensive security measures in place. Facilities that process large quantities of weapons-usable material, in bulk form—such as fuel or weapons component fabrication facilities and reprocessing plants—pose a particular concern, as bulk processing is the stage when it is easiest for insiders to steal material without anyone noticing; almost all of the known thefts of HEU and plutonium have been of bulk material, such as powders, and were committed without anyone knowing the material was missing until it was seized.

Sites in areas where the adversary threat is especially high. While terrorist groups such as al Qaeda have demonstrated some degree of global reach, there is no doubt that there are some countries where terrorists and thieves can put together large and capable conspiracies more easily than they can in other countries. A nuclear security system that could reduce the risk of theft to a low level in Canada, for example, might not be sufficient to keep the risk low in Pakistan. Stocks in countries facing particularly severe adversary threats should have higher priority in consolidation efforts than stocks in other countries.

Stocks posing real opportunities. All of these factors—material quantity, material quality, security effectiveness, and adversary capabilities—relate to the risk of nuclear material theft. But in setting priorities, consolidation efforts and security upgrade efforts must consider both risk and opportu-

---

nity: some stocks may be judged to pose a high risk but little opportunity for reducing it, and hence may not deserve high priority. There is no sense wasting effort beating against brick walls. At the same time, there may be stocks that pose only medium-level risks, but whose owners are eager to get rid of them, and the opportunity these stocks represent may lead them to rise somewhat on the priority list.

Though we do not list specific facilities as high-risk here (to avoid providing suggestions to potential adversaries), several types of material and facilities appear to represent high priorities when we weigh all these factors together:

- Critical assemblies and pulse reactors. (See: “Types of Research Reactors and Their Uses,” p. 10.) These facilities often have large quantities of weapon-grade HEU metal, and sometimes modest security. They represent a potential opportunity, because many of them have few remaining missions and could be shut down. For each of these reactor types, some two-thirds of the reactors are in Russia.

- Nuclear weapon sites in Russia and Pakistan. These obviously represent very high-quality items that some terrorists would love to get (though they generally have built-in safeguards to prevent unauthorized use). They represent an opportunity because all of their military missions could be performed with a much smaller number of storage sites. Pakistan’s nuclear weapons pose an even higher risk, given the huge potential capabilities of adversaries there, but less opportunity to reduce the risk through consolidation, since they are already stored at a modest number of sites, and that is likely to be maintained.

- Bulk processing facilities. These facilities appear to have been the source of nearly all of the thefts of plutonium and HEU that have occurred to date, and therefore pose a major risk. Opportunities to limit the number of facilities involved in bulk processing appear to be limited, however (though some countries might be convinced not to establish new large-scale plutonium processing facilities or to consolidate some existing operations).

- Military and civil HEU and plutonium storage and handling in Russia. Russia has the world’s largest number of buildings with HEU or plutonium. Russia could serve its own interests, save money, and improve nuclear security by consolidating these stockpiles. So far, Russia has not been willing to focus on consolidation, but this may change.

- Transports with nuclear weapons or Category I quantities of nuclear material. Transportation is the moment in the life-cycle of these items when they are most vulnerable to overt, violent attack, since they are outside the multiple layers of protection that can be installed at fixed sites. There may be opportunities to reduce transportation risks by co-locating certain operations (so that nuclear materials do not have to be shipped back and forth multiple times, as they are today in Russia for the HEU downblending as part of arms control measures, for example), or by broadening the trend of carrying less than a Category I quantity in each shipment, reducing the risk if the materials in a shipment were seized by adversaries.

- High-power HEU-fueled reactors. Reactors that generate several megawatts of thermal power require substantial amounts of fresh HEU every year, leading to a demand for bulk processing of HEU for fuel fabrication, shipment of HEU, and large-scale storage of
HEU. In the case of high-power civil research reactors, many also have relatively modest security measures in place (though their fuel is typically transported and stored before loading in amounts less than a Category I quantity). High-power civilian HEU-fueled reactors represent an opportunity because new fuels that will make it possible for nearly all of these reactors to convert to LEU are slated to become available within a few years—but each case poses unique difficulties (as we discuss later). High-power reactors for naval ships and civilian icebreakers use far more HEU, nearly three tons a year in total, but the chances of convincing the U.S. and Russian nuclear navies to shift to LEU in the near term are very small.

- HEU targets for medical isotope production. Roughly 50 kilograms of HEU are used each year for this purpose, a relatively modest amount. But after use, the material remains weapon-grade (if it started as weapon-grade), and not highly radioactive, building up in large quantities over time. There is a real opportunity to end this use and get rid of the accumulated stocks, because alternatives are available that make it possible to make medical isotopes without HEU for reasonable cost. So while this should not be the top priority, it is worth pursuing.

EXISTING CONSOLIDATION EFFORTS

Existing programs have made substantial progress in consolidating stockpiles of HEU, plutonium and assembled nuclear weapons to fewer locations. The U.S. Global Threat Reduction Initiative (GTRI), established in 2004, has helped to remove all the weapons-usable nuclear material from dozens of sites around the world, and to convert research reactors so they no longer need HEU fuel. The Material Consolidation and Conversion (MCC) program has helped consolidate some HEU within Russia. National and cooperative efforts at the end of the Cold War and the years immediately following greatly reduced the number of sites where nuclear weapons are stored. Participation in such consolidation efforts is entirely voluntary; some states are enthusiastic participants, while others have largely declined to participate. Hence, while officials managing U.S. or international programs can set goals and outline what they hope to accomplish, success is ultimately dependent on whether the states which possess these stocks and facilities decide that it is in their interest to take action to consolidate or eliminate them. Below, we summarize the progress and planned scope of these efforts.

Converting or Shutting Down HEU-Fueled Reactors

During the 1950s-1970s, hundreds of research reactors opened in dozens of countries that used HEU as their fuel, or, in a few cases, as targets for producing medical isotopes. Many of these facilities have comparatively small stockpiles of weapons-usable nuclear material, often in forms that would require some chemical processing to be used in a bomb. But a modest number have substan-

19 GTRI consolidated several pre-existing programs, making it possible to eliminate gaps, seize synergies, and accelerate the overall effort.
20 MCC is part of the larger effort known as Material Protection, Control and Accounting (MPC&A), or more formally as the International Nuclear Material Protection and Cooperation program.
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TYPICAL мероПЫ СТРУчителей НА людь, ОТПевшее чАСТЬ КОТоРых, были использованы HEU, HEU мРЕСТЦАЛ для производства изотопов.

Fortunately, many of these facilities are being eliminated or converted to LEU fuel. Between 1978, when the United States established the Reduced Enrichment for Research and Test Reactors (RERTR) program and the fall of 2011, roughly two-thirds of the world’s HEU-research reactors—over 180 total facilities—have been either converted to LEU fuels or shut down entirely.21 Of those,

21 Since 1978, some 62 HEU-fueled reactors have converted to LEU and approximately 125 have shut down without converting. Figures updated from Ole Reistad and Styrkaar Hustveit, “Appendix II: Operational, Shut Down, and Converted HEU-Fueled Research Reactors,” Nonproliferation Review, Vol. 15, No. 2 (July 2008); http://cns.miis.edu/npr/pdfs/152_reistad_appendix2.pdf (accessed 8 March 2012). We are grateful to Styrkaar Hustveit and Frank von Hippel for data on these topics.

---

Types of Research Reactors and Their Uses

There are many different types of research reactors, used for a wide variety of purposes. All told, as of late 2011, there were roughly 230 research reactors operating in the world.1 Of these, over 120 facilities, representing just over half of the total, were using HEU, HEU targets for isotope production, or both.2

Most research reactors are steady-state reactors, operating at a steady power level for hours, days, or weeks at a time. These reactors are used for scientific experiments in fields ranging from neutron physics to medicine to archaeology (where the neutron-activation products produced in ancient materials can help, for example, match particular stones or gems to the mines they came from). They are also used to test new nuclear fuels or reactor materials, to train people in operating nuclear reactors, to irradiate materials for commercial purposes (to enhance the color of gemstones, for example), to produce medical isotopes, and more.

Another large class of research reactors are known as critical assemblies. These reactors are designed to be just barely critical, producing only a few fissions, usually at power levels of less than 0.5 kilowatts (10,000 times less, for example, than a typical steady-state research reactor).3 These are used to measure the fission and absorption cross sections and other nuclear properties of various materials, and to model the cores of possible future reactors. In general, if the reactors to be modeled are planned to use LEU, LEU-fueled facilities can be used to model and HEU or plutonium are not needed. HEU-fueled critical assemblies often have tens or hundreds of kilograms of weapon-grade HEU, or even tons in a few cases—and the material is often metal form, readily usable in nuclear weapons. Because only a few fissions take place in a critical assembly, their fuel is virtually no more radioactive than fresh, unirradiated nuclear material, so there is no radioactive barrier to stealing and processing it.

Pulse reactors are designed to create short but extremely intense bursts of neutrons—primarily to test what effects neutrons from a nuclear blast might have on various pieces of equipment. A few might also be used to test pulses that could occur in a severe reactor accident. Like critical assemblies, pulse reactors often use large quantities of weapon-grade HEU, often in metal form, and have so few fissions that there is no radioactive barrier to theft.

---

2 Data provided by Styrkaar Hustveit, December 2011.
3 A few facilities are subcritical assemblies, where the nuclear chain reaction dies out rather than being sustained within the assembly.
76 either converted with help from the GTRI and RERTR programs, or were targets for conversion but shut down before conversion occurred.\textsuperscript{22} Approximately 125 research or training reactors still use HEU fuel or targets—the majority of them in Russia—and GTRI hopes to assist in the conversion or shut-down of all but a couple of dozen of these by 2025.\textsuperscript{23} As of early 2012, over 30 HEU-fueled reactors still exist that can convert with LEU fuels that are already available; GTRI estimates that new, higher-density LEU fuels now being developed would allow some 26 additional reactors to convert. These new fuels are based on mixtures of uranium and molybdenum, and are expected to become commercially available in the latter half of this decade.\textsuperscript{24}

In addition, South Africa, one of the four major producers of medical isotopes, has begun producing isotopes from LEU rather than HEU targets; several small producers are also producing such isotopes without HEU, and the other major producers are exploring conversion options. Several options are under development for non-HEU production within the United States (which is the world’s largest market for medical isotopes, but for many years has been entirely dependent on foreign supply).

Nevertheless, there remain more than 20 HEU-fueled reactors not covered by GTRI’s current plans (almost entirely in the military sector), and a significant number of reactors that are covered will be difficult to convert, either technically (because it is difficult to achieve the reactor’s mission with LEU, as is often the case with fast-neutron research reactors, for example), politically (because the reactor operator or the institution overseeing the reactor has no incentive to convert, as might be the case if the reactor has all the fuel it needs for the remainder of its life and the operator does not want to get a new license for, and pay for, new fuel), or both. Moreover, Russia is opening a new high-power civilian research reactor using HEU fuel and expanding its production of medical isotopes using reactors with HEU for both fuel and targets; it could potentially undercut LEU-based isotope suppliers on price. Thus, while the efforts to convert research reactors are making major progress, there is much that remains to be done.

In addition, there are a large number of other HEU-fueled reactors that are designed for purposes other than research. Russia uses significant quantities of HEU to fuel reactors in its nuclear-powered icebreakers. While the next-generation icebreakers are expected to use LEU, the existing fleet may continue to operate for some time. Both the U.S. and Russian nuclear navies use HEU fueled reactors—representing the largest annual use of HEU—and there are no plans to convert these reactors to LEU. Some fast-neutron reactors use HEU, and China has just started a new fast-neutron breeder reactor that uses hundreds of kilograms of 64% enriched HEU.

\textsuperscript{22} Data provided by NNSA, September 2011.

\textsuperscript{23} Recent estimates suggest that there are 113 research reactors still using HEU fuel, eight more naval training reactors using HEU, and four reactors using LEU fuel but HEU targets, for a total in the range of 125. There are some uncertainties in these estimates, as new information about certain facilities’ status regularly becomes available. In addition, there are 11 icebreaker reactors in Russia. As of the fall of 2011, GTRI planned to help with the conversion or shut down of 113 research reactors and 11 icebreaker reactors beyond the 76 already converted or shut down, for a total of 200. By their count, this left 29 HEU-fueled research or icebreaker reactors outside GTRI’s plans. But a number of the reactors on GTRI’s list either are not operating, are not research or operator reactors, or are not using HEU. Data provided by NNSA, September 2011, supplemented with data provided by Strykaar Hustveit of the Norwegian Radiation Protection Authority.

\textsuperscript{24} Recent funding shortfalls have imposed roughly a three-year delay in the availability of these high-density fuels, which has extended GTRI’s target for converting the reactors it hopes to convert 2022 to 2025. Data provided by NNSA, March 2012.
**Why is Consolidation Hard?**

There are important technical, economic, political, and organizational obstacles to consolidation that policies to foster consolidation must address.

The technical issues vary depending on the type of material or facility under consideration. When the issue is simply storing nuclear weapons or weapons-usable nuclear material in fewer places, few technical issues arise. But when the focus is on facilities that are actually operating with weapons-usable material, the issues are sometimes more complex. Many steady-state research reactors, for example, will have slightly lower neutron fluxes after conversion from HEU to LEU. Some isotope production facilities will have to cope with more total uranium waste using LEU (which requires nearly five times as much total uranium to have the same amount of U-235) than using HEU—and some facilities or processes have been designed specifically for using HEU. Some reactor types—such as critical assemblies modeling fast-neutron reactors—may simply be difficult or impossible to operate with only LEU (though they can typically be converted to material with enrichments in the range of 20-35%, far less attractive for weapons use than the 90% material many of them now use). Many of these technical issues can be addressed through technical fixes—either with technologies that already exist, or with additional research and development. In the end, there are likely to be only a few uses for HEU for which technically viable alternatives cannot be found—and in most cases, those uses of HEU may no longer be needed.

There are also genuine costs involved in consolidation. Transporting nuclear weapons and materials and providing adequate storage space at a smaller number of sites costs money. Managing irradiated HEU removed from a research reactor costs money, as does decommissioning facilities that are no longer needed. In some cases, the high-density LEU fuels to which reactors might be converted will cost more than the HEU fuels they have used in the past; indeed, for reactors with life-time cores (such as critical assemblies and pulse reactors), conversion means buying new fuel when they would not otherwise have to buy any fuel at all. In a small number of cases, reactors using LEU may have to refuel more often, so they have to purchase more total fuel, and spend more time out of operation for refueling. But as noted in the text, if a country’s nuclear security rules require highly effective security for facilities with HEU or separated plutonium, the savings in security costs from eliminating these materials will more than compensate for the costs of consolidation. Moreover, the United States and other interested countries are willing, in many cases, to cover part of the costs of consolidation in the interest of reducing the risk of nuclear theft and terrorism.

A wide variety of political issues can also stand in the way of consolidation—and these and the organizational obstacles may often be the most difficult to resolve. For some countries or facilities, their HEU is seen as a source of prestige, not to be given up lightly. In other cases, countries come to realize the importance that others (especially the United States) attach to their HEU, and use it as a source of leverage. Belarus, for example, pulled back on its pledge to eliminate its HEU stock when the United States imposed sanctions over charges of election-rigging; Moammar Qaddafi’s Libya briefly delayed allowing a cooperative effort to remove its HEU over pique as to how Libya in general and Qaddafi in particular had been treated by the United States since the 2003 agreement to eliminate Libya’s weapons of mass destruction programs. Some countries, particularly South Africa,
see consolidation of HEU as linked to broader disarmament concerns—why should they give up one small stock of HEU when countries like the United States and Russia still have hundreds of tons of this material, including the material in thousands of nuclear bombs? When they have already fulfilled their obligations as non-nuclear-weapon states under the NPT, why should they go still further than the treaty requires by eliminating their HEU when the nuclear weapon states have not (in their view) fulfilled their obligation to negotiate in good faith toward nuclear disarmament?

Moreover, it is often the case that different actors in a country’s decision-making structure have different views and interests, making it essential that foreigners attempting to influence a decision on consolidating a particular stock understand this interplay of forces and what offers might be most likely to lead to the desired outcome. In the case of decision-making about eliminating the HEU at Sosny in Belarus, for example, the site operators, the Academy of Sciences that oversaw the site, and the national political leaders each had somewhat different concerns, and developing an approach that got everyone on board—at least briefly—took time and sensitivity to the domestic factors in play. Rebuilding agreement in the future is likely to be difficult again—and is likely to be driven more by high-level political actors than by the needs of the site.

Organizational factors may also pose critical obstacles to consolidation. The manager of a research reactor or a nuclear weapon storage site is very likely to oppose shutting the site down. Staff at the site are likely to be concerned about their jobs and pay. Sites may be under the supervision of national officials—but those officials may have many other issues they want to address with the site, making eliminating a particular stock of HEU a low priority. In some countries—including, by some reports, in Russia—staff may receive higher pay if they are working with “dangerous” materials such as HEU and separated plutonium, so that consolidation may actually lead to reduced salaries, creating a strong incentive for staff to find reasons to maintain the HEU or plutonium at their sites. Some sites may be concerned that without HEU or plutonium, they will no longer be as competitive with other sites or essential as they were before. At one site in Russia, for example, even though the site employs some 10,000 people, only a few of whom work at its main research reactor, staff at the site are concerned that if that facility is closed, “it will be the end” for the site.

Whether such perceptions make sense technically or not, they shape the reality that consolidation efforts must cope with, and must be addressed.

Given all these intersecting obstacles, efforts to convince countries and facilities to agree to convert or shut down research reactors or reduce the number of other locations where nuclear weapons, HEU, and plutonium exist should go beyond technical cooperation programs like the Global Threat Reduction Initiative. Interested countries such as the United States should assign broad teams that include technical experts, local embassy officials, and political officers to work together to find ways to move consolidation forward in particular countries, drawing on a broad toolbox of possible incentives.


4 Interview with site employee, July 2011. The employee specifically reported that this was also the view of the site director.
Removing Civil HEU

Once reactors have been converted to LEU or shut down and no longer need their HEU, the HEU can be removed and consolidated at secure locations or blended down to LEU fuel that can be used in civilian power plants. (In addition, there are some locations where there is unneeded HEU not associated with a research reactor, or HEU that is beyond what a reactor needs even though it is still operating with HEU.) Here, too, GTRI and other efforts have made significant progress—but there are gaps that should be addressed.

By the end of 2011, 20 countries had eliminated all the weapons-usable nuclear material on their soil.25 (See Table 1, below.) As long as they do not reintroduce such material, none of these countries will ever again have to worry about having potential ingredients of nuclear weapons on their soil.

Since 1996 (when the U.S. take-back-offer for HEU fuel was renewed), U.S. programs have contributed to removing all the weapons-usable material from over 50 total sites outside the United States.

---

25 Data provided by NNSA, December 2011. Taiwan is counted here as a country, since it currently has its own government separate from that of the rest of China. Iraq and Georgia, where nuclear material was removed by other programs, are added here to have a more complete accounting. Sweden, which is on NNSA’s list, is not listed here because it still possess a few kilograms of separated plutonium, and therefore, while cleared of HEU, has not been cleared of weapons-usable material. Spain, which is included here, possesses significant stocks of plutonium separated from spent fuel, but as far as is publicly known these are located in foreign countries, not in Spain.

Table 1: Countries That Have Eliminated All Their Weapons-Usable Nuclear Material

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iraq</td>
<td>1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libya</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serbia</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and Russia—representing more than 50 locations from which weapons-usable nuclear material can now never be stolen. A large number of additional sites, particularly in the United States (and to a lesser degree in Russia) have eliminated all their weapons-usable nuclear material without any help from U.S.-funded nonproliferation programs.

All told, GTRI had helped remove 3,125 kilograms of HEU by February 2012. It plans to remove 2,225 more by the end of 2019, for a total of 5,350 kilograms to be consolidated. The total removed by February 2012 includes:

- 1,623 kilograms of Russian-origin HEU returned to Russia, 67% of 2,438 planned;
- 1,250 kilograms of U.S.-origin HEU eligible for take-back returned to the United States, 69% of 1,822 kilograms planned; and
- 252 kilograms of “gap” HEU—consisting of material that is not U.S. or Russian origin, or is U.S. origin but not in the categories previously announced as eligible for take-back to the United States—23% of 1,090 kilograms planned.

GTRI’s removal plans do not cover all the world’s HEU, or even all of the civil HEU outside the countries where it originated. (See “Plans for Different Categories of HEU,” p. 14.)

Consolidating Civilian Plutonium Stocks

Today, ongoing programs to reprocess plutonium from spent fuel, which have far outpaced the use of the resulting plutonium as part of new uranium-plutonium mixed oxide (MOX) fuel, have led to the buildup of over 250 tons of separated plutonium in civilian stocks—more than in all the world’s nuclear weapons programs combined. Over 95% of this civilian separated plutonium is located in Russia, Britain, France, or Japan, the countries that operate large civilian reprocessing plants; in these countries, it is primarily located in thousands of small canisters in large vaults at the reprocessing facilities. Reactors in Japan and several countries in Europe, particularly France, are using MOX fuel. In December 2011, the UK announced that it would use its huge stock of civilian separated plutonium as MOX fuel, though whether sufficient reactors will be available to accomplish this in a timely way remains uncertain. India has recently built a new plutonium breeder reactor and has plans for more, along with additional reprocessing plants. China, similarly, has recently started a pilot-scale civilian plutonium reprocessing plant and the China Experimental Fast Reactor, fueled with HEU

---

26 Data provided by NNSA, January 2010, updated with removals during 2010-2011, and adding removals outside the United States and Russia that were assisted by U.S. programs but are not included in GTRI’s data, such as the removal of HEU from Georgia in 1998 and Serbia in 2002. (The 2002 Serbian removal removed all fresh HEU from the site and all HEU from at least one of the facilities at the site, but irradiated HEU remained at the site until it was removed in late 2010.) The 1994 removal of HEU from Kazakhstan removed all HEU from the Ulba facility, though additional HEU was brought there later for downblending to LEU. The site is not believed to have any HEU at present.
27 Data provided by NNSA, February 2012.
28 Data provided by NNSA, December 2011. The figures for Russian-origin HEU do not include the material removed before GTRI was established, including the HEU removed from Iraq by the United Nations in 1992; the nearly 600 kilograms of HEU airlifted from Kazakhstan to the United States in Project Sapphire in 1994; the HEU shipped from Georgia to Great Britain in Operation Auburn Endeavor in 1998; or the HEU shipped from Serbia to Russia in Project Vinca in 2002.
PLANS FOR DIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF HEU

U.S. nonproliferation programs such as GTRI currently plan to work in partnership with countries around the world to remove substantial quantities of HEU. But there is other HEU that is not covered in current plans. To understand what stocks are covered and what stocks are not, it helps to divide the world’s HEU into several categories.

First, some 98% of the world’s HEU is in military stocks, primarily in the United States and Russia; GTRI is only intended to address civilian stocks, though the United States is consolidating its own military stocks, and Russia has made some modest reductions in the number of buildings and stocks where its stocks reside.

Second, GTRI effectively divides the civil HEU stocks (most of which were supplied by the United States and Russia or its predecessor the Soviet Union) into several categories:

- U.S.-supplied HEU eligible to participate in the U.S. take-back offer (some 5.2 tons as of 1996, when the take-back offer was renewed);¹
- Russian-supplied HEU (some 2.4 tons);
- U.S.-supplied HEU not eligible for the take-back offer, and HEU supplied by other countries (covered in part by GTRI’s “gap” program, amounting to something in the range of 12-13 tons);²
- HEU within the United States (some 20 tons as of 2011); and
- HEU within Russia (also estimated at roughly 20 tons as of 2011).³

GTRI has different plans for each of these categories of civil HEU.

Eligible U.S.-origin HEU. GTRI is only planning to take back about a third of the eligible U.S.-origin HEU (because the remainder is held by countries who are not choosing to take advantage of the take-back offer, either because the HEU is still in use, they do not wish to pay the cost, or they have other disposition plans they consider preferable).

Russian-supplied HEU. By contrast, GTRI hopes to help ship 100% of the Russian or Soviet-supplied HEU outside of Russia back to Russia for reprocessing (and recovery as LEU) or blending down to LEU by mixing with less enriched uranium (except for the tons of uranium in irradiated BN-350 fuel, which has been moved to a secure storage site within Kazakhstan).

“Gap” HEU and plutonium. GTRI’s “gap” program is intended to deal with material that other efforts do not, including (a) HEU that does not come from the United States or Russia; (b) U.S. origin HEU that is not in the categories specified in the U.S. take-back offer; and (c) some small stocks of separated plutonium. GTRI hopes to address roughly one ton of material (of which less than 100 kilograms is separated plutonium, discussed below, rather than HEU). This represents less than 10% of the total of civil HEU around the

¹ See, for example, discussion in U.S. Department of Energy, Office of the Inspector General, Audit Report: Recovery of Highly Enriched Uranium Provided to Foreign Countries, DOE/IG-0638 (Washington, D.C.: DOE, February 2004). The United States offered to take back HEU that was in fuel for TRIGA (Training, Research, Isotopes, General Atomics) reactors or aluminium-based fuels for Materials Test Reactor (MTR) reactors, because the United States had both of these types of reactors and already had to develop disposition pathways for these fuel types. Most of the HEU the United States had exported, however, was in other fuel forms.

² The amount of HEU the United States exported that was not eligible for the take-back offer is officially estimated at 12.3 tons. See DOE-IG, Recovery of Highly Enriched Uranium Provided to Foreign Countries. Some portion of that material has been reprocessed and no longer exists as HEU. But there is also a modest amount of material in civilian stocks that other countries such as Britain, France, and South Africa produced for themselves or provided to other countries.
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world in this category. GTRI believes that the remainder is primarily located in countries that are providing adequate security for the material, and will ultimately put it on a path to use or disposal without U.S. help. (Most of the U.S.-origin material not eligible for the take-back program is in France and Germany.)

Research reactor HEU in the United States. Within the United States, just under 20 HEU-fueled research or training reactors remain (counting both civilian and defense reactors), compared to many dozens decades ago. Of these, all but four are within the Department of Energy or Department of Defense complexes, where security requirements are high. The NRC only licenses two private facilities to possess Category I quantities of unirradiated HEU, both of which are fuel fabrication facilities—Nuclear Fuel Services (NFS) in Erwin, Tennessee, and BWXT in Lynchburg, Virginia. Moreover, nearly all of the HEU from the facilities no longer using HEU has been removed, as DOE has long offered the service of accepting the HEU spent fuel from domestic reactors.

Within the DOE complex, a major consolidation effort has been underway, driven in part by the high costs of meeting post-9/11 security requirements; dozens of buildings have been cleared of weapons-usable material, as have some major sites (such as Sandia National Laboratory, with Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory planned to follow). Under current plans, however, it appears that some U.S. HEU for research reactors will continue to exist (alongside huge stocks for weapons and naval fuel).

Research reactor HEU in Russia. In Russia, consolidation of civilian HEU has barely begun, and no comprehensive plan has been developed. The Material Consolidation and Conversion (MCC) effort had paid to blend down some 13.5 tons of HEU by late 2011. This material is thought to be from civilian facilities, but its exact origins are not clear, and it does not appear to have led to the removal of all HEU from any substantial number of facilities. Only one civilian site (the Krylov Shipbuilding Institute) is known to have eliminated all its HEU; several other reactors once fueled with HEU have shut down over the years, and some of these are being decommissioned. The United States and Russia are discussing a possible cost-shared program to convert reactors and ship HEU that is no longer needed to secure sites for reprocessing or blending to LEU, but as of early 2012, this effort had not yet begun.

4 Data provided by Strykaar Hustveit, December 2011, updated from Reistad and Hustveit, “Appendix Ii: Operational, Shut Down, and Converted HEU-Fueled Research Reactors.”
5 The four remaining HEU-fueled reactors regulated by the NRC are at MIT, the University of Missouri, the National Institute of Standards and Technology, and a GE facility in California. The first three are slated to convert to LEU as soon as high-density fuels become available, and studies of the feasibility of converting the fourth are underway. See Jordi Roglans, “Types, Purposes, and Conversion Potential of U.S.-Origin Research Reactors,” (paper presented at the Russian-American Symposium on the Conversion of Research Reactors to Low Enriched Fuel, Moscow, Russia, 8-10 June 2011).
6 There appear to be no plans, for example, to eliminate the HEU that was used in the COMET, FLATTOP, GODIVA, PLANET, and TACS critical assemblies or the SPR-III pulse reactor (all now located at the Device Assembly Facility in Nevada), or to convert the U.S. Army’s research reactor or the U.S. Navy’s training reactors. Moreover, the HEU has not been removed from the Transient Reactor Test (TREAT) facility, which has not operated since 1994, and DOE is now considering returning the facility to use. On TREAT, see Roglans, “Types, Purposes, and Conversion Potential of U.S.-Origin Research Reactors.”
and designed to breed plutonium. In addition, small quantities of plutonium used for research exist at facilities in more than a dozen countries. The U.S. program for disposition of excess weapons plutonium will add a new MOX fabrication facility to the sites with material of concern, along with reactors that will have fresh plutonium-bearing MOX fuel stored on-site at least some of the time, in preparation for loading it into the reactors.

Currently, GTRI has a small-scale program to remove a few small stocks of unneeded plutonium, amounting to less than 100 kilograms in total. The United States is also seeking to limit the spread of reprocessing and enrichment plants to additional countries, though it is not actively seeking to convince countries such as India and China not to build large new civilian reprocessing plants, or to convince Japan that there is no need to operate its Rokkasho reprocessing facility given the likely scale-down of nuclear power following the Fukushima disaster. No current plan is in place to address the far larger stocks of separated plutonium building up in the civilian sector.

**Consolidating Military HEU and Plutonium Stockpiles**

Military HEU or plutonium stockpiles exist in nine countries: the five nuclear weapon states under the nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT)—the United States, Russia, the United Kingdom, France, and China—and the four countries outside the NPT (India, Pakistan, Israel, and North Korea). Except for the United States and Russia, these countries generally have military nuclear complexes limited to a handful of facilities.

Within the United States, a major consolidation is underway within the Department of Energy’s nuclear weapons complex, driven in substantial part by the huge costs of meeting post-9/11 security requirements for HEU and separated plutonium. All weaponsusable material has been removed from dozens of buildings and several sites, saving hundreds of millions of dollars a year in safety and security costs. The Rocky Flats plutonium weapons component fabrication plant has been entirely closed, cleaned up, and turned into a park. DOE has removed all weaponsusable material from Sandia National Laboratory and 90 percent of the material from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, with the rest of Livermore’s inventory to be removed this year.\(^\text{30}\) Hundreds of kilograms of weapongrade HEU for critical assemblies were moved from the vulnerable Technical Area 18 site at Los Alamos National Laboratory to the highly secure Device Assembly Facility (DAF) in Nevada, along with tens of kilograms of weapongrade material for another critical assembly from Livermore, and the material for a pulse reactor from Sandia. In the future, NNSA hopes to limit its plutonium and HEU operations to just a few buildings at five sites.\(^\text{31}\) Processing of HEU within the DOE complex is to take place only at the Y-12 plant at Oak Ridge, and processing of plutonium only at Los Alamos and Savannah River. At the Department of Defense, the Army is down to one HEUfueled

---

\(^\text{30}\) “NNSA Ships Additional Special Nuclear Material from LLNL,” NNSA/DOE press release (Washington D.C., August 2011), [http://nnsa.energy.gov/mediaroom/pressreleases/materialllnl83111](http://nnsa.energy.gov/mediaroom/pressreleases/materialllnl83111) (accessed 24 February 2012). This release indicates that consolidation to five NNSA sites will be completed during 2012; as Livermore is not one of those sites, this implies that Livermore’s inventory will be removed during 2012.

\(^\text{31}\) U.S. NNSA, “NNSA Ships Additional Special Nuclear Material from LLNL.” The five remaining facilities are expected to be the Pantex nuclear weapons assembly/disassembly facility near Amarillo, Texas; the Y-12 HEU storage and processing site near Oak Ridge, Tennessee; the Los Alamos National Laboratory, where plutonium operations are to be located; the Savannah River Site, which includes plutonium storage and processing; and the Device Assembly Facility (DAF) at the Nevada National Security Site, a highly secure facility where hundreds of kilograms of weapongrade HEU has been moved from other sites. In addition, a small number of DOE sites not controlled by NNSA, such as the Idaho National Laboratory, will also continue to have Category I and II quantities of HEU or separated plutonium.
reactor, the Navy has only a few training reactors beyond the reactors on the ships and submarines, and the Air Force has none.

Russia, by contrast, has been much more reluctant to consolidate—though inevitably, the collapse of the Soviet Union led to some significant reductions in what had been a gargantuan nuclear weapons complex. Russia has closed two of its four nuclear weapons assembly/disassembly facilities. With help from NNSA, Russia has shut down all three of its plutonium production reactors—which continued to operate because they provided heat and power to tens of thousands of people in Siberia. This represents a major step forward, ending a substantial accumulation of plutonium every year, major bulk-processing of plutonium at the reprocessing plants serving these reactors, and the use of some 600 kilograms a year of weapon-grade HEU in thousands of small, easy-to-carry fuel elements in these reactors’ cores.32 Weapons component manufacturing has been phased out at one of the two facilities that used to perform that function. Several of the remaining sites have significantly reduced the number of buildings where weapons-usable nuclear material is stored. Storage of unirradiated HEU fuel for the Russian navy has been reduced to only a few secure facilities.33 Nevertheless, there are still thought to be more than 200 buildings in Russia where HEU or separated plutonium is stored or handled. This is far larger than the comparable figure for any other country and far more than Russia plausibly needs.

China has a modest nuclear complex located at a modest number of sites. It has not been producing additional plutonium or HEU for many years, and appears to have no current plans to either expand or shrink the number of defense facilities handling HEU and plutonium. India’s stockpile of weapons-usable materials is still growing, but it is not yet clear if the number of facilities where these materials are located will increase. Pakistan is rapidly increasing its nuclear stockpile, with two plutonium production reactors now in operation and two more under construction, and continued uranium enrichment as well; this increase, coupled with Pakistan’s concerns over its stockpile’s vulnerability to Indian attack or U.S. seizure, may lead Pakistan to increase the number of locations where nuclear weapons and materials exist. France, Britain, Israel, and North Korea are each believed to have their military nuclear materials at a very small number of locations, leaving little room for further consolidation.

Consolidating Nuclear Weapons Sites

At the peak of the Cold War, U.S. nuclear weapons were stationed in dozens of countries around the world, and Soviet nuclear weapons were distributed throughout the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe.34 In the waning years of the Cold War and after the collapse of the Soviet Union, there was a dramatic reduction in the numbers of locations where U.S. and Russian nuclear weapons were stored. All Russian nuclear weapons were returned to Russia. All U.S. nuclear weapons but a couple of hundred air-delivered bombs in Europe were returned to the United States. Thousands of U.S. and Russian tactical nuclear weapons were destroyed, and the remainder were largely consolidated in central storage facilities.

32 Each of these reactors used approximately 200 kilograms of 90% enriched HEU per year. See Oleg Bukharin, “Securing Russia’s HEU Stocks,” Science & Global Security, Vol. 7 (1998), pp. 311-331.

33 Podvig, Consolidating Fissile Materials in Russia’s Nuclear Complex.

34 William M. Arkin and Richard W. Fieldhouse, Nuclear Battlefields: Global Links in the Arms Race (Cambridge, Ma.: Ballinger, 1985)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Assessment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Some progress, major obstacles. Nuclear weapon sites reduced during 1980s-1990s pullbacks—but nuclear weapons continue to be stored at dozens of sites, with no apparent movement toward further consolidation. Russia has the world’s largest number of HEU-fueled research reactors, and has only agreed to feasibility studies for conversion of six of them. The Russian Navy has greatly reduced its sites with HEU, and at least one facility has given up all its HEU as part of the DOE Materials Consolidation and Conversion initiative. Russia has closed down nuclear weapons work at several sites, and some of the remaining sites have moved nuclear material into a smaller number of buildings. But potential bomb material still exists in over 200 buildings, and the Russian government’s view is that Russia’s material is secure and accounted for, and consolidation is therefore not a priority.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing states with large programs (Pakistan, India, China)</td>
<td>Limited progress—but these countries have small nuclear stockpiles at small numbers of sites, so less consolidation is needed. China has joined the reactor conversion effort and has converted two research reactors and shut down two more. India has converted one HEU-fueled research reactor to LEU without U.S. help. Growing nuclear arsenals may be stored at larger number of sites in the future, particularly in Pakistan, which has the world’s fastest-growing nuclear arsenal. China and India are both pursuing civilian plutonium programs that may eventually lead to widespread use of plutonium fuels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing and transition states with small programs</td>
<td>Substantial progress. GTRI has accelerated the pace of converting HEU-fueled research reactors to LEU and of shipping Soviet-supplied HEU back to secure sites in Russia. Twenty countries have eliminated all the weapons-usable nuclear material on their soil. Of the countries in this category with enough high-quality HEU for a gun-type bomb on their soil (Belarus, South Africa, and Ukraine), Ukraine has agreed to eliminate all HEU on its soil (and may finish doing so in time for the 2012 Seoul nuclear security summit); Belarus has eliminated a portion of its HEU, committed to eliminate the rest, but then reneged on that commitment; South Africa has converted its research reactor to use LEU fuel and is in the process of converting its isotope production to use LEU targets but has not yet committed to eliminate its large remaining HEU stockpile.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developed countries</td>
<td>Some progress, but a great deal more to be done. GTRI has accelerated the pace of converting HEU-fueled research reactors to LEU, and GTRI’s “gap materials” effort—covering nuclear material not addressed in previous HEU removal programs—has brought tens of kilograms of fresh HEU back to the United States from countries such as Canada, Belgium, and the Netherlands. Only a small portion of HEU in these countries is currently targeted for removal, however, and some facilities have little interest in giving up the use of HEU. No programs are in place to minimize the locations where plutonium fuels are used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Substantial progress, though issues remain. U.S. nuclear weapons are now stored at a modest number of sites, though tactical bombs remain at several sites in Europe. All HEU-fueled research reactors that can convert with existing fuels have now done so, and only four HEU-fueled reactors outside the Department of Energy and Department of Defense complexes remain, waiting for higher-density fuels that should become available within a few years. DOE is substantially consolidating the sites and buildings with potential bomb material, though not as quickly or comprehensively as some experts have recommended. The planned MOX program for plutonium disposition would add a small number of reactors to sites with material of concern.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Since the mid-1990s, however, only modest further consolidation of nuclear weapon storage facilities has occurred; a few strategic storage sites have closed as strategic arms reductions have proceeded. Russia in particular still has an estimated 48 permanent storage locations for nuclear weapons, and dozens more temporary locations. The United States reportedly continues to maintain nuclear weapons in five countries in Europe. No program is currently in place focused on consolidating nuclear weapons to fewer locations.

Of course, one reason to have nuclear weapons in more locations rather than fewer is to make it more difficult to attack them in a disarming nuclear first strike. But that is really only a key consideration for nuclear weapons associated with deployed launchers, such as those on long-range ballistic missiles and used by bombers. For stored nuclear weapons, more security can be achieved at lower cost by reducing the number of locations, with no reduction in the survivability of the deployed force (particularly since the number of storage locations in the United States and Russia is already far smaller than would be needed to provide any significant protection against destruction in a nuclear strike).

Summary of Current Consolidation Progress

In short, current consolidation programs are making major progress—but the global stocks of nuclear weapons, HEU, and separated plutonium are still spread at a far larger number of sites, buildings, and bunkers than they need to be. Table 2 (see p. 20) summarizes the current status of consolidation efforts in different countries and categories of countries.

Expanding the Materials and Facilities Covered by Consolidation Efforts

The consolidation efforts underway so far are making progress and deserve strong support. They should also be expanded, however, both to consolidate a broader set of materials and facilities (the subject of this section) and to use a wider range of policy tools for doing so (the topic of the next section).

There are four categories of stockpiles that should be consolidated: (1) civil HEU; (2) civil plutonium; (3) military HEU and plutonium; and (4) nuclear weapons themselves. Current consolidation efforts focus almost exclusively on civil HEU, but even there, there is more to be done, and this paper will address civil HEU first, followed by the other categories.

Dealing With U.S.-Origin HEU Not Yet Eligible for Takeback

Currently, the U.S. government has no plan to deal with most of the HEU the United States exported. When all current U.S. return programs are completed, roughly 12 tons of U.S.-origin of HEU—enough for hundreds of nuclear bombs—will remain in foreign countries. A large fraction (though not all) of this material is in Western Europe, predominantly France and Germany.

The U.S. government believes these countries are providing adequate security for this material and will ultimately carry out an appropriate disposition of it. Nevertheless, this huge amount of mate-

---

Kristensen and Norris, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists
36 NNSA is completing an estimate of the full scope of U.S. HEU in foreign countries. Personal communication with NNSA official, November 2011.
RUSSIAN APPROACHES AND U.S.-RUSSIAN RELATIONS

Russia’s official view is that all Russian nuclear weapons and weapons-usable nuclear materials are secure and accounted for, and pose no risk of being stolen. Hence, while Russia is willing to endorse the principles of upgrading security for nuclear stockpiles and consolidating them to fewer locations, it sees no need for significant action within Russia.¹

Russia now has roughly half of all the world’s HEU-fueled research reactors, and has taken few significant actions to reshape this giant fleet. In 2005, when President Bush and President Putin agreed on a sweeping nuclear security initiative at their summit in Bratislava, Russia insisted on inserting “in third countries” where it referred to converting research reactors to use LEU—exempting Russia and the United States (where most of the world’s HEU-fueled research reactors are) from the joint effort.

Russia has:

• Not converted any of its HEU-fueled research reactors to run on LEU.
• Shut only a handful of its HEU-fueled research reactors.
• Not provided funding to remove irradiated HEU (or unneeded fresh HEU) from its research reactor sites.

For many years, Russia refused to negotiate an agreement concerning cooperation on consolidating and blending down small stocks of HEU (for the Material Consolidation and Conversion program).

Russia did finally agree to do feasibility studies on converting six reactors to LEU. In January of 2012, it agreed to feasibility studies for two more. But it has made no commitment to convert those reactors—or any others.


— all of which originated in the United States—represents a major gap in the world’s efforts to minimize the use of HEU in civilian applications.

Recommendation: The U.S. government should work with each of the countries where this material exists to try to convince them to eliminate these stocks as rapidly as possible—converting or shutting down the research reactors that are still using these materials, and carrying out disposition of the HEU. Disposition could include blending the material to LEU, reprocessing it and recovering it as LEU, or preparing it for permanent disposal and emplacing it in disposal sites.

Recommendation: The United States does not have a complete database of all U.S.-origin HEU and plutonium in foreign countries, although NNSA is currently working to compile one.³⁸ This project should be completed as soon as possible, and the database should be regularly updated.

Recommendation: The United States should work in partnership with each of the states where

U.S.-origin HEU exists to develop a specific plan and timetable for the elimination of this material. The U.S. should be willing to help, and to provide technical assistance and incentives for these countries to act, where necessary. Such a plan—and implementation of a portion of it—would be an outstanding element of a country's commitment to the next nuclear security summit in 2014.

Addressing HEU-Fueled Research Reactors in Russia

GTRI hopes to help convert or shut down a large number of HEU-fueled research reactors and icebreaker reactors in Russia, but doing so may be difficult. To date, Russia has shown little interest in a large-scale effort to shrink its fleet of some 60 research and training reactors using HEU fuel or targets—now representing not only the world's largest, but almost half of all the research and training reactors using HEU in the world.\textsuperscript{39} As recently as 5 March 2012, Russia's Foreign Ministry argued that Russia does not need to consolidate its nuclear weapons and weapons-usable nuclear material because all of its stocks are well guarded.\textsuperscript{40} Russia has shut down a modest number of HEU-fueled

\textsuperscript{39} Data provided by Strykaar Hustveit, December 2011. For an overview, see Podvig, \textit{Consolidating Fissile Materials in Russia's Nuclear Complex}.

\textsuperscript{40} "American NGO "Initiative to reduce the nuclear threat," Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation
research reactors and critical assemblies in recent years, and has agreed to joint feasibility studies on converting some of its reactors. But despite summit statements agreeing on the importance of minimizing the use of HEU, Russia has been highly reluctant to go further. Indeed, in the otherwise far-reaching 2005 Bratislava nuclear security initiative agreed to by then-U.S. President George W. Bush and then-Russian President Vladimir Putin, Russia insisted on inserting the phrase “in third countries” in the reference to converting HEU-fueled research reactors to LEU, focusing the effort only on facilities beyond Russia’s borders; it has taken years to get Russia to accept more recent summit language on the importance of minimizing the use of HEU in general, without the focus on third countries. Feasibility studies for converting six of Russia’s reactors were slated for completion in December 2011; two of the studies were completed and concluded that conversion was feasible, two more are expected to be completed in the first half of 2012, and the remaining two may take longer.\footnote{In January 2012, Russia agreed to undertake studies of the feasibility of converting two more reactors, making a total of eight.\footnote{Data provided by Strykaar Hustveit, December 2011. There is some uncertainty in these figures, as new information about various facilities becomes available over time, and changes in facility status occur over time as well.}}\footnote{Data provided by Strykaar Hustveit, December 2011. There is some uncertainty in these figures, as new information about various facilities becomes available over time, and changes in facility status occur over time as well.} In January 2012, Russia agreed to undertake studies of the feasibility of converting two more reactors, making a total of eight.\footnote{Data provided by Strykaar Hustveit, December 2011. There is some uncertainty in these figures, as new information about various facilities becomes available over time, and changes in facility status occur over time as well.}

Russia’s dominance of HEU-fueled critical assemblies and pulse reactors is even greater than its dominance of HEU-fueled research reactors overall. Critical assemblies and pulse reactors often have hundreds of kilograms or even tons of weapons-grade HEU; because very little fission takes place in these facilities (because their power is so low or their pulses are so brief), their fuel is essentially “fresh” even when it has been in use for decades, posing no radioactive barrier to theft or processing; and their fuel lasts indefinitely, giving facilities little incentive to convert to new, less-enriched fuel. Russia has some two-thirds of the world’s total in each of these categories, roughly 27 HEU-fueled critical assemblies and 15 HEU-fueled pulse reactors.\footnote{Paul Osborne, “Conversion and Decommission: Critical Assemblies and Pulsed Reactors in Russia,” (Austin: NPPP Policy Research Project, University of Texas at Austin, 2011), http://www.heuphaseout.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/Osborne.pdf (accessed 24 February 2012).} Some of these facilities have massive amounts of nuclear material: several tons of weapon-grade HEU metal in the case of the BFS critical assembly at the Institute of Physics and Power Engineering, some 833 kilograms of weapon-grade HEU for the BIGR pulse reactor in Sarov.\footnote{Four of these critical assemblies, Comet, Flattop, Godiva, and Planet, where moved from Technical Area 18 at Los Alamos National Laboratory because that site was judged to be too vulnerable to protect the weapon-grade HEU at reasonable cost. The other, the Training Assembly for Criticality Safety (TACS), was moved from Livermore National Laboratory for similar reasons.\footnote{Osborne, “Conversion and Decommission: Critical Assemblies and Pulsed Reactors in Russia,” p. 6.}}

There is no plausible justification for more than a few of these facilities to continue to operate. The United States, by comparison, used to have three pulse reactors (a type used to simulate the effects of the pulse of neutrons from a nuclear bomb), and now has only one in operation. The United States now has HEU-fueled critical assemblies at only 2 sites—the Device Assembly Facility in Nevada, a highly secure facility built to assemble nuclear weapons for testing (where 5 assemblies are located), and one at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory. Similarly, the entire European Union houses only five HEU-fueled critical assemblies, and one, the Masurca fast neutron reactor at Cadarache in France, operates with 30% enriched fuel.\footnote{Osborne, “Conversion and Decommission: Critical Assemblies and Pulsed Reactors in Russia,” p. 6.} As discussed below, with the trend toward the

use of LEU in most future power reactor designs, the increasing sophistication of computer simulations for evaluating future reactor cores, and the large numbers of measurements already taken in critical assemblies, the need for HEU-fueled critical assemblies is far smaller than it once was. Even for the period when some are still needed, it is likely the research required for the whole world could be done with half a dozen or fewer. Indeed, just as work in high-energy physics has shifted to a small number of widely shared, high-capability facilities, research reactors should move in a similar direction—toward a modest number of widely shared facilities around the globe fueled with LEU.

At the same time, a large quantity of HEU exists at Russian research reactor facilities that is already unneeded, even before any further conversions or shutdowns take place—and of course, if additional facilities convert to LEU or shut down, there will be more HEU that is no longer required.

**Recommendation:** Russia should undertake a strategic review of its research reactor needs in the context of its nuclear power development plans, and how the research it needs to do can be done at minimum cost and risk. (Indeed, in the 1990s, what was then Russia’s Ministry of Atomic Energy agreed that such a study was needed and agreed to undertake it—but it was never done.) It should examine each location where civilian HEU is located and ask whether the continuing benefits of using HEU at that location outweigh the costs and risks. An impartial review would inevitably conclude that all, or all but a few, of the pulse reactors and critical assemblies could be shut down or converted to LEU—along with most of Russia’s other HEU-fueled research reactors. As Russia’s HEU-fueled research reactors are managed by several different institutions, Russia should pull together an interagency effort that is able to make authoritative decisions.

**Recommendation:** Given Russia’s presidential-level commitment to minimizing the civil use of HEU, it should convert the six facilities where feasibility studies are complete or nearing completion as rapidly as practicable, study the feasibility of converting its remaining HEU-fueled reactors, and convert those that can feasibly be converted. The United States should continue to offer to work with Russia to carry out these feasibility studies and conversions. In particular, Russia and the United States should go beyond conversion of steady-state reactors to begin pursuing conversion of critical assemblies and pulse reactors. For example, they should pursue the proposal made by Russian scientists from Sarov in 2005 to convert all six of the pulse reactors at Sarov (which collectively use almost two tons of HEU). It should also pursue the proposal for converting or shutting down many of the HEU-fueled reactors at the Kurchatov Institute that Kurchatov and the Argonne National Laboratory made jointly in 2002.

In a limited number of cases, where reactors are very likely to continue to operate and cannot readily be converted to LEU, the United States should consider the balance of benefits, costs, and risks in helping facilities to convert to a much lower level of enrichment that would pose greater obstacles to terrorists wishing to construct an improvised nuclear device. For example, it appears that the BFS fast critical assembly at the Institute of Power Engineering (which uses tons of 90% enriched HEU in small portable disks, along with 36% enriched HEU in similar disks) could accomplish all its current missions using the 36% enriched disks, eliminating the 90%

---


48 N. N. Ponomarev-Stepnoi and S.K. Bhattacharyya, “Russian Research Center Kurchatov Institute/Argonne National Laboratory Project on conversion of the RRCKI to a secure, safe and clean nuclear research center within the boundaries of the City of Moscow,” unpublished, April 2002.
enriched disks, without any need for new fuel development, leaving the remaining material much less attractive for use in a nuclear bomb.\footnote{Frank Von Hippel, “Future Needs for HEU-Fueled Critical Assemblies,” (paper presented at the 27th International Meeting on Reduced Enrichment for Research and Test Reactors, Boston, Mass., 6-10 November, 2005).}

**Recommendation:** Russia should ship all the HEU at civilian sites that is no longer needed to appropriate facilities for blending to LEU or reprocessing; the central government should provide the funds needed for this purpose, without requiring facilities to fund the effort out of their own resources. In particular, Russia should ensure that all HEU is removed from the research reactors that have closed in recent years. A much slimmed-down fleet of HEU-fueled research reactors and a greatly reduced stock of civilian HEU would save Russia money, improve Russian security, and demonstrate Russian leadership in preventing nuclear terrorism. A commitment to take these steps would be an outstanding element of Russia’s national commitment for the next nuclear security summit.

In addition to research reactors, Russia has a number of other HEU-fueled reactors, some of which could potentially be converted or shut down. First, Russia has 11 HEU-fueled reactors on nuclear-powered icebreakers. Russia’s new barge-mounted floating reactor, a modified KLT-40 reactor, based on the icebreaker reactors, uses LEU fuel, and it seems clear that with some effort, all of Russia’s icebreaker reactors could be converted to LEU. Russia also has two isotope production reactors, *Lyudmila* and *Ruslan*, which use HEU fuel. These reactors could potentially be converted with fuels similar to the LEU fuel designs once considered for converting Russia’s plutonium production reactors. And, like the United States, Russia uses HEU fuel for its nuclear navy—though the fuels it uses are typically not as highly enriched as U.S. fuels. These reactors, too, might someday be converted, though further study would be needed.\footnote{Chunyan Ma and Frank von Hippel, “Ending the Production of Highly Enriched Uranium for Naval Reactors,” *Nonproliferation Review*, Spring 2001.}

**Recommendation:** It is in the U.S. national security interest for all plutonium and HEU in Russia (or in other countries) to have the most secure possible storage. The United States spent over $300 million helping Russia build the highly secure Mayak Fissile Material Storage Facility, only a small portion of which is full. Because this began as an arms-reduction project, the United States has taken the position that only plutonium from nuclear weapons should be stored there. The United States should change this approach, focusing not only on disarmament but on reducing the risk of nuclear theft. The United States and Russia should agree to use this facility as a site to send any separated plutonium or HEU whose risk of theft would be reduced by doing so. The United States and Russia could cooperate to demarcate a portion of the facility that was for material from dismantled weapons, and other portions that were open to a broader range of materials.

**Recommendation:** The United States and other interested countries should engage Russia at the highest levels to encourage Russia to take these actions. The MCC program can help finance the cost of removing and blending down fresh HEU from research reactors that no longer need it, and under the aegis of the GTRI program, the United States could, if necessary to convince Russia to move quickly, finance part of the cost of shipping irradiated HEU to Mayak and reprocessing it (an approach the two countries have been discussing). As discussed later in this paper, a variety of other incentives could be provided, targeted to the interests of particular facilities or of the federal agencies overseeing these facilities. Ultimately, however, this material is Russia’s to manage, and in the long run Russia should bear the costs of doing so.
Coping With Other HEU-Fueled Pulse Reactors and Critical Assemblies

While Russia has some two-thirds of the world’s pulse reactors and critical assemblies, these dangerous reactor types exist in other countries as well. Outside of Russia, there are an estimated 14 critical or subcritical assemblies and seven pulse reactors. GTRI hopes to help with conversion or shut-down of many of these facilities, but in many cases this is likely to be difficult—in some cases because facilities would have difficulty operating with LEU fuel (especially in the case of fast-neutron facilities), in others because the operators or their governments may be reluctant to close or convert these facilities. More than half of the 29 reactors GTRI currently lists as “out of scope,” or too difficult to attempt to convert (either politically or technically) are critical assemblies or pulse reactors.

An IAEA consultation in 2005 found that the need for critical assemblies was diminishing; with the many nuclear cross-section measurements already taken in critical assemblies in years past, fewer were needed in the future (particularly if there were a greater effort to pool this data internationally).

Substantial pooling efforts are already underway, and could be expanded: the International Criticality Safety Benchmark Evaluation Project has dedicated itself to compiling data from around 3,800 critical configurations and distributing the evaluations to 60 countries.

The IAEA consultation also concluded that with the measurements already taken, some evaluations of future reactor cores could be performed with computer simulations without requiring critical facilities. For example, some 38 research reactors have thus far been converted from HEU to LEU by GTRI and its predecessor programs without the aid of critical assemblies, using computer simulations and previously published data instead. Only a few critical facilities around the world are now needed to do “benchmark” experiments to check computer codes when new experiments are required. Such experiments could be done in facilities whose use is widely shared internationally. Moreover, among currently proposed future reactors, only fast reactors would use HEU or plutonium in their cores, and current fast reactor proposals are dominated by the use of plutonium, suggesting that there is minimal remaining need for HEU-fueled critical assemblies for modeling future reactor cores. Indeed, many critical assemblies have already been converted to LEU fuel as the larger reactors they were intended to model converted. One U.S. reactor design expert has proposed that with global data-sharing, only a handful of critical assemblies fueled with HEU or plutonium would be needed worldwide.

**Recommendation:** The IAEA consultation recommended that the IAEA or others convene workshops of reactor physics and design experts to work out what HEU or plutonium-fueled critical
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51 Data provided by Strykaar Hustveit, December 2011.
52 Data provided by NNSA, October 2011.
55 von Hippel, “Future Needs for HEU-Fueled Critical Assemblies.”
56 von Hippel, “Future Needs for HEU-Fueled Critical Assemblies.”
57 HEU in critical facilities may still be needed to mock up new breeder reactors, naval propulsion systems, and other fast critical facilities that have high concentrations of fissile materials in their core, but only a few facilities are needed for such work.
58 See Harold F. McFarlane, “Is it Time to Consider Global Sharing of Integral Physics Data?”
assemblies are still needed. This should be done without delay. The United States should offer to finance such workshops if necessary.

**Recommendation:** Each country operating HEU or plutonium-fueled critical assemblies should examine whether each facility continues to have a mission substantial enough to justify the costs and risks of continuing to operate it, and whether it could convert to non-weapons-usable fuels. They should then shut down or convert all reactors for which the costs and risks of continuing to use HEU or plutonium fuel outweigh the continuing benefits of doing so. Even if an HEU-fueled critical assembly is still considered to be needed, they could typically be converted to a much lower enrichment level, in the range of 25-35% U235, which would make their fuel far less attractive for potential terrorist nuclear bombs than the 90% enriched material that is now often used.

There is likely only one critical assembly in a non-nuclear-weapon state that has enough weapon-grade HEU for a gun-type bomb: the Fast Critical Assembly at the Tokai facility in Japan. Japan also has two other HEU-fueled critical assemblies, though with smaller amounts of material or less-enriched material. The other HEU-fueled critical or subcritical facilities in non-nuclear-weapon states are in Belarus and Kazakhstan, both of which, if all goes well, should be converted to LEU within the next few years.

**Recommendation:** Japan should either close the Fast Critical Assembly, convert it to LEU, or, at a minimum, convert it to use HEU in the 20-35% range. (That level of enrichment would be adequate for the missions the facility performs, and would make its fuel much less attractive for use in nuclear weapons.) Japan should announce a decision to take one of these steps as part of its national commitment for the next nuclear security summit. The United States and the United Kingdom, the countries which supplied Japan’s HEU, should work in coordination to convince Japan to take this step and to blend down the Fast Critical Assembly’s HEU in Japan or send it elsewhere for that purpose.

Pulse reactors pose similar issues, often having large quantities of high-quality HEU, virtually no burnup of this material (and hence virtually no radioactive barrier to theft), and little incentive to convert, since they never need new fuel. There are an estimated seven pulse reactors outside Russia. With all the tests of the effects of neutron pulses on different types of equipment that have been done over the years, and the modern capabilities of computer simulation, pulse reactors are much less needed today than they once were. The principal U.S. pulse reactor, the SPR-III at Sandia, has been closed and its nuclear material moved to the Device Assembly Facility at Nevada (where it could be used again someday, in principle). Other countries should consider taking similar steps. For those countries that believe they may still need pulse reactors—which can also be used for some nuclear accident simulations, in some cases—it may be possible to convert pulse reactors to LEU, as Russian scientists proposed to do in the case of the BIGR pulse reactor at Sarov.  

**Recommendation:** Each country operating pulse reactors should assess whether the benefits of continuing to operate these reactors continue to justify their costs and risks—and if not, these facilities should be shut down, or new facilities constructed using LEU. The United States should consider shutting down its last pulse reactor (or establishing a comparable LEU-fueled capability if needed), and encouraging Britain, France, and others to do the same. Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan should convert or shut down their IGR and Photon reactors, the latter of which Uzbek officials say may soon be decommissioned and its HEU fuel returned to Russia.

---

59 Dubinin et al., “Goals and Objectives of ISTC Project 3128.”
60 Umar Salikhbaev, “HEU Minimization at Institute of Nuclear Physics, Uzbekistan,” (paper presented at the Second
**Addressing the HEU Reactors Still Not Covered By GTRI**

GTRI estimates that there are still 29 HEU-fueled research reactors that it does not plan to help convert or shut down. The majority of these facilities are critical assemblies or pulse reactors in Russia, and the remainder are critical assemblies and pulse reactors in other countries; all these reactors would be addressed if the recommendations above were implemented.

There are, however, a substantial number of HEU-fueled reactors that are so far beyond GTRI’s planning they do not make it onto the official lists. The largest global users of HEU every year are U.S. and Russian naval reactors (see “The Challenge of HEU Naval Fuel,” p. 32), and there is little prospect for their conversion. Similarly, there is one commercial and one experimental fast-neutron reactors that use HEU fuel today—though in the future, power reactors of this type are expected to use plutonium as their fuel. These include the BN-600 commercial reactor in Russia (which uses medium-enriched material in the 22-27% enrichment range), along with the BOR-60 experimental reactor in Russia and a new fast neutron research reactor being planned; the recently opened China Experimental Fast Reactor (CEFR), which uses 64% enriched material; and the experimental Joyo reactor in Japan.61 Most other fast reactors use plutonium fuel. A large commercial fast reactor, the BN-800, is under construction in Russia, and is slated to use plutonium fuel. Most of these reactors have troubled operating histories, and might shut down (as the world’s other fast reactors have done in the past). Moreover, fast reactors to date have been uneconomic, and this is unlikely to change for decades to come. The United States should encourage countries to consider the full costs and risks before embarking on fast reactor programs. In any case, future fast reactors, to the extent they are built in the near term, are likely to be plutonium-fueled rather then HEU-fueled, though it is not clear that offers any significant proliferation advantage compared to the use of HEU in the 20-30% range, which itself would be difficult to use to make a nuclear bomb.

**Avoiding the Spread of Weapons-Usable Material Production**

The broad range of steps needed to reduce the danger of nuclear proliferation are beyond the scope of this paper. But one element that is clearly related to consolidation is to ensure that new states do not begin producing plutonium or HEU, creating new potential sources for nuclear theft. This includes addressing the nuclear programs of North Korea and Iran, and limiting the spread of enrichment and reprocessing facilities—the key technologies that make it possible to produce weapons-usable nuclear material.

**Recommendation:** The United States should work with other countries to engage North Korea and Iran, putting together packages of incentives and disincentives that convince these governments that it is in their national interests not to have nuclear weapons or capabilities to manufacture them rapidly.

**Recommendation:** The United States and other interested countries should continue to pursue multiple means to limit the spread of enrichment and reprocessing plants.62 (See below for a discus-
sion of plutonium reprocessing facilities in particular.) They should continue working to establish an International Framework for Nuclear Energy Cooperation that would provide assured supplies of fresh nuclear fuel and cooperative management of spent nuclear fuel, reducing incentives for states to build their own enrichment and reprocessing facilities (and heightening attention to the possible ulterior motives of those who nevertheless choose to do so). The United States and other interested countries should also explore options for international ownership, management, and staffing of fuel cycle facilities, seeking approaches that could reduce the proliferation and terrorism threats these facilities pose.

**New Initiatives to Consolidate Civilian Plutonium Stocks**

To date, consolidation efforts have focused primarily on civilian HEU, though as noted earlier, GTRI hopes to address a small amount (less than 100 kilograms) of separated plutonium as well. Broader initiatives to address the continuing buildup of separated plutonium are needed. Though there has been no resolution of the long-standing debates over whether reprocessing and recycling plutonium from spent fuel or direct disposal of spent fuel is the best approach to the back end of the nuclear fuel cycle, it should be possible over time to reach agreement on limiting the number of sites where plutonium separated from fission products is processed, stored, and used.

**Recommendation:** The United States should formally reiterate its 1990s-era position that it does not reprocess plutonium from spent fuel for either weapons or energy, and does not encourage others to do so (though it will not interfere in the fuel cycle decisions of allies already pursuing a plutonium fuel cycle). It should actively work with countries to exchange information concerning the costs and risks of plutonium reprocessing, and to promote alternatives, such as dry cask storage of spent fuel and cooperation in assessing long-term uranium resources. It should support development of options for safe, secure, and cost-effective international storage sites for power reactor spent fuel. And as the Blue-Ribbon Commission has proposed, the United States should be prepared to bring small amounts of spent nuclear fuel from foreign power reactors to the United States when doing so would serve U.S. national security interests.

**Recommendation:** The United States should work with countries that are using separated plutonium in their civilian programs to convince them to consolidate these operations at the minimum practicable number of sites. For example, in the future, reprocessing and fuel fabrication facilities should be integrated, so there is no need for long-distance transport of plutonium until it has been turned into fabricated fuel—and use of plutonium fuel might be done at only a few well-guarded sites (possibly with several reactors at a site). Transport of separated plutonium should be minimized, and when it does occur, should be under heavy guard and in forms that would be as difficult to steal and process to make a bomb as possible. As with HEU, the United States should work
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63 Specifically, the United States stated that “the United States does not encourage the civil use of plutonium, and, accordingly, does not itself engage in plutonium reprocessing for either nuclear power or nuclear explosive purposes,” though the United States would “maintain its existing commitments” with respect to the use of civilian plutonium in Western Europe and Japan. See The White House, “Fact Sheet: Nonproliferation and Export Control Policy,” (Washington D.C, September 27, 1993), http://www.fas.org/spp/starwars/offdocs/w930927.htm (accessed 7 March 2012).

to ensure that all sites using separated plutonium have highly effective security and accounting measures in place, which will create incentives to consolidate material to reduce security costs (see discussion later in this paper).

**Recommendation:** The United States should work with other countries to gain commitments to limit the continued accumulation of separated plutonium. In general, plutonium should only be separated from spent fuel when it is needed for fabrication of new fuel. In particular, the United States should again take up the nearly-completed Clinton-era effort to reach agreement with Russia on a 20-year moratorium on further plutonium separation in the two countries.

### Consolidating Military Nuclear Materials

There is much still to be done to consolidate military HEU and plutonium to a smaller number of sites, particularly in Russia and the United States. Both countries could save money and improve security through further consolidation.

Some sites are taking advantage of this opportunity for savings, efficiency improvements, and security improvements. At the Machine-Building Plant in Elektrostal (Russian acronym MSZ, also known as Elemash), for example, Russia's largest nuclear fuel manufacturer, Rosatom chief Sergei Kirienko visited in 2008 and complained (probably with some exaggeration) that the floor space was 100 times that of Western facilities with comparable capacity, and the staff was 10 times as large, increasing costs. By 2011, the plant was implementing a plan for consolidating all of its HEU operations in a single building, with an advanced real-time computerized accounting and control system for all the nuclear material.

**Recommendation:** The United States and Russia should work together to develop long-term plans for the future of their military nuclear complexes. (Initial discussions on this topic took place in the 1990s.) Doing this in concert would increase transparency, confidence, and the exchange of best practices. In particular, the United States should encourage Russia to reduce the number of buildings in Russia with weapons-usable material by 50% or more over the next decade. It may be possible for Russia's military to consolidate its HEU and plutonium outside of nuclear weapons to facilities in four or five closed nuclear cities. The United States should provide briefings on its own consolidation experience, including the huge savings in security and safety costs that have resulted, the various obstacles that had to be overcome, and how those obstacles were addressed. Recent visits of Russian security experts to Los Alamos and U.S. security experts to Sarov have begun to exchange some of this information. The joint commission on nuclear energy and nuclear security, co-chaired by Rosatom chief Sergei Kirienko and Deputy Secretary of Energy Daniel Poneman, would be an ideal forum to address this large-scale issue for the future of their nuclear complexes.

---


66 Arguably the planned HEU area should be considered two connected buildings—but it will be far smaller and far better controlled than the areas for HEU processing have been in the past. Elektrostal was the site of several nuclear material thefts in the 1990s. For a description of the new system, see Viktor G. Bozin and Vladimir A. Mosolov, “Materials Controls and Physical Protection Systems for the Consolidated Production Building at the OAO ‘MSZ’ Site in Elektrostal, Russia,” in *Proceedings of the 52nd Annual Meeting of the Institute for Nuclear Materials Management*, Desert Springs, Calif., 17-21 July 2011 (Northbrook, Ill.: INMM, 2011).

The Challenge of HEU Naval Fuel

The largest stockpile of non-weapons HEU in the world is for naval propulsion reactors for submarines, aircraft carriers and icebreakers, which together consume roughly three tons of HEU a year. The U.S. has designated 128 tons of HEU for future naval use, and Russia presumably has a similar stockpile—enough for thousands of weapons. These massive stockpiles are not only a potential targets for theft, they also pose complications for future arms control negotiations.

The United States and Russia have by far the world’s largest nuclear navies, and they and Britain and India appear to be the only countries that use HEU to fuel these vessels. U.S. nuclear ships and submarines are fueled with weapon-grade HEU, while Russia’s typically use enrichments in the range of 40%. Unfortunately, neither navy is interested in pursuing conversion to LEU, and neither government seems interested in overruling its nuclear navy on this point.

The U.S. Office of Naval Reactors has argued that converting to LEU would require either larger reactor cores or more frequent refueling, to compensate for the lower density of U-235 atoms in LEU fuel. Their analysis estimated that more frequent refueling would involve $1.8 billion a year in additional maintenance costs, and that larger cores would mean $4.7 billion in one-time construction costs and an increase of $1.1 billion annually in construction costs. Some commentators have questioned this report and asked for an independent peer review of its conclusions.

Similarly, the Russian Navy has no plans to convert its existing naval reactors. As one analyst put it, “they are using a proven design with a proven fuel cycle and any deviations from this could bring economic cost and introduce uncertainty with regard to reliability and performance.”


2 If Russia and the U.S. reduce their weapons stockpiles to 1000 warheads each, for example, they will both have more weapons-usable HEU in naval reserve than they have in their weapons (228 tons combined versus 150 tons combined), which could give each side a ‘break out’ capacity if they chose to divert their naval HEU into their weapons programs. See Frank von Hippel “Minimizing the Use of HEU as a Reactor Fuel,” paper presented at the Harvard-Peking University Workshop on Nuclear Security, Beijing, 13 October, 2011.

3 Ma and von Hippel, “Ending the Production of Highly Enriched Uranium for Naval Reactors.”

4 Refueling is also costly and time consuming. For U.S. and Russian submarines, it requires cutting through the hull of a submarine and removing the core.

5 See, for example, von Hippel, “Minimizing the Use of HEU as a Reactor Fuel.”

6 Yaroslav Primachenko, “Prospects for HEU to LEU Conversion of Russian Military Nuclear Sea Vessels.”

Recommendation: The United States should complete the planned consolidation of HEU and separated plutonium in its nuclear complex, and seek ways to further reduce the number of buildings where these materials exist.

Next Steps to Consolidate Nuclear Weapons Sites

There are still estimated to be 111 permanent storage sites for nuclear weapons, in fourteen coun-

---

it appears that Russia is considering increasing future enrichments to allow refueling to occur only when the vessel needs regular maintenance.7

There are some suggestions, however, that the use of LEU rather than HEU would be possible for both navies. All nuclear-powered French naval vessels are currently LEU-powered and the new class of French submarines represents a substantial improvement over the current class, suggesting that it is possible to produce high-performing, LEU-powered naval vessels.8 Chinese nuclear vessels are apparently also LEU-fueled, and Brazil plans to use LEU fuel for its planned nuclear submarine.9 The next generation of Russian nuclear-powered icebreakers will use LEU, and Russia’s planned floating nuclear barges, using a reactor based on Russia’s icebreaker reactors, are also slated to use LEU fuel.

Given the current resistance of the U.S. and Russian navies and the enormous institutional momentum these programs have, converting these reactors to LEU is at best a long-term proposition. In the future, however, if nuclear weapons stocks are reduced to hundreds rather than thousands, stocks of HEU sufficient to make thousands of nuclear weapons may pose a major obstacle to reductions, and will have to be addressed somehow.

**Recommendation:** As an early step, the U.S. government should engage with the Russian government on conversion of its icebreaker reactors, as GTRI already plans to do. The United States could offer technical cooperation and cost-sharing for feasibility studies and new fuel designs.

**Recommendation:** The U.S. government should seek to engage the Russian government on possible future approaches to fueling naval vessels without HEU, in the context of very deep arms reductions. This might initially proceed on the basis of lab-to-lab or Track II cooperative studies. Such studies should also include development of means to verify that HEU set aside for naval use is not used for weapons.

**Recommendation:** The U.S. government should finance an independent study—possibly by the National Academy of Sciences—of possibilities for LEU fueling of U.S. naval vessels, and their feasibility and costs.

---

7 Primachenko “Prospects for HEU to LEU Conversion of Russian Military Nuclear Sea Vessels,” p. 11.
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tries.69 (This does not include individual missile silos or submarines where nuclear-armed missiles are deployed.) In addition, there are scores of temporary storage locations (such as rail transfer points where they might be stored during a shift of trains, or loading areas where they might be stored before being loaded onto a submarine), particularly in Russia. In particular, U.S. threat reduction programs have helped upgrade security at 41 geographically separate permanent nuclear weapon storage facilities and 56 temporary facilities, for a total of 97 weapon storage facilities in Russia; these represent a very large fraction, but not all, of the weapon storage facilities that exist.70

70 See Matthew Bunn, *Securing the Bomb 2008* (Cambridge, Mass.: Project on Managing the Atom, Harvard Universi-
Two decades after the collapse of the Soviet Union, there is no plausible military need for such a vast number of storage sites for nuclear weapons. It is time for policy initiatives to reduce these numbers drastically.

**Recommendation:** The United States and Russia, in particular, should work together to consolidate warheads at a much smaller number of locations. Each country should develop a strategic plan for achieving its military objectives at lowest cost and risk with the smallest practicable number of nuclear weapon storage facilities. If existing storage facilities at a small number of sites do not have sufficient capacity to receive warheads from other sites, simple but highly secure bunkers for large numbers of warheads, such as those at the U.S. Pantex facility, could be built in one to two years. The two countries should exchange information on former nuclear weapon storage facilities that have been closed, and the United States should provide briefings on how much money it has saved on security by closing many of its former nuclear weapon storage facilities.

**Recommendation:** In particular, the United States and Russia should launch a major nuclear warhead consolidation, security, and reductions initiative, as described in the box on “Reducing Excess Stockpiles.”

**Recommendation:** As part of such an initiative, the United States and its NATO allies should agree to remove the nearly 200 U.S. B-61 tactical nuclear bombs now deployed in Europe. These weapons have no military utility, pose unnecessary security risks, are unpopular among the populations of the countries where they are stored, and have become potent symbols among non-nuclear-weapon states of what they see as U.S. unwillingness to pursue disarmament in good faith as required under the NPT. Their deterrence function for NATO countries can be covered by U.S. long-range forces. If agreement cannot rapidly be reached on a complete withdrawal, these weapons should be consolidated at a single highly secure site in Europe.

**Recommendation:** While the consolidation challenge is not as severe elsewhere, the United States and Russia should also work with other states with nuclear weapons to encourage them not to

---


74 As former U.S. Senator Sam Nunn points out, NATO’s tactical nuclear weapons are only one ingredient of “an extremely difficult menu of security issues” between NATO and Russia that also includes U.S. missile defence and the balance of conventional forces in Europe. For a ten-point plan about how tactical weapons can be addressed as part of a wider dialogue on Euro-Atlantic security, see Sam Nunn, "Away from a World of Peril," *Survival*, Vol. 54, No.1 (February-March 2012), pp. 234-244, http://www.nti.org/media/pdfs/Away_from_a_World_of_Peril.pdf (accessed 1 March 2012). Nunn argues that NATO’s nuclear weapons should be consolidated to the United States in five years (p. 242).
expand their numbers of nuclear weapon sites, and to consolidate where possible. In particular, the United States should seek to convince Pakistan, which has the fastest-growing nuclear arsenal in the world (coupled with some of the greatest terrorist threats in the world) not to expand the number of sites where its warheads are located, and to provide maximum practicable security for all of its weapons sites and transports. Easing tensions between Pakistan and both the United States and India, to reduce Pakistani concerns over the potential vulnerability of its weapons to seizure or attack, is likely to be important to convincing Pakistan not to expand its number of weapon sites. China, Pakistan’s main nuclear-weapon-state ally, should send the same message about the importance of consolidation.

**Additional Policy Tools and Incentives for Consolidation**

The approaches that GTRI and other consolidation programs have used have proved their value, and should continue to be used. In essence, since the passage of Schumer amendment in 1992 and the restart of the U.S. research reactor fuel take-back program in 1996, U.S. policy has been that the United States (a) will not export HEU for new reactor fuel unless the receiving facility cannot convert to LEU with existing fuels and is committed to converting once new fuels become available; and (b) will take back U.S.-origin fuel from the most important types of U.S.-supplied research reactors only if the reactor already uses LEU or is committed to convert to LEU as soon as appropriate fuels become available. The United States has also been willing, in many cases, to pay for part of the cost of conversion to LEU. These approaches have been effective, particularly in the case of reactors that regularly need new supplies of fuel and regularly discharge spent fuel that has to be managed. But these and other current approaches should be complemented with additional policy tools, to make it possible to expand the scope of consolidation efforts around the world and accelerate their progress.

**Effective Nuclear Security Rules and the Cost of Security**

The cost of providing effective security can provide a strong incentive for removing nuclear weapons, plutonium, and HEU from as many sites as possible. But for this incentive to be effective, there must be regulations requiring intensive security measures for these materials—and those requirements must be structured so that once a site has eliminated its weapons-usable nuclear material, it no longer requires such expensive security measures.

Hence, the United States and other interested countries should focus heavily on convincing all countries with HEU or separated plutonium on their soil to put in place effective nuclear security regulations—which will have the double benefit of helping to ensure that operators provide effective security wherever HEU and separated plutonium continue to exist, and giving them a strong economic incentive to remove these materials from as many sites as possible.

In the United States, for example, the requirements to provide protection against a particular design basis threat (DBT) imposed in the late 1970s drove a dramatic reduction in the number of facilities using HEU and plutonium. As noted earlier, a further large-scale reduction is now underway, driven by the costs of meeting post-9/11 security requirements.

---

75 When the Schumer amendment was passed in 1992, this policy also applied to export of HEU for targets for medical isotope production. In 2005, however, in response to lobbying from producers using HEU, Congress modified the law to permit continued exports of HEU for isotope production to those countries where the largest suppliers were located. Legislation is now being debated that would end further U.S. HEU exports for this purpose after a date certain, unless sufficient supplies of medical isotopes produced without HEU were not available.
REducing Excess Stockpiles

As of early-2011, over 19,000 assembled nuclear weapons continued to exist in the world, along with nearly 500 tons of separated plutonium and probably over 1,400 tons of HEU.¹ These stocks are far larger than plausibly required for any current military or civilian mission.

The United States, Russia, and other nuclear weapon states should join in an effort to radically reduce the size, roles, and readiness of their nuclear weapon stockpiles, verifiably dismantling many thousands of nuclear weapons and placing the fissile material they contain in secure, monitored storage until it can be safely and securely destroyed. These steps would lay an essential foundation for the eventual prohibition of nuclear weapons. Very deep reductions in nuclear stockpiles, if properly managed, would reduce the risks of nuclear theft—and could greatly improve the chances of gaining international support for other nonproliferation steps that could also reduce the long-term dangers of nuclear theft.

Recommendation: President Obama should launch a joint initiative with Russia to reduce total U.S. and Russian stockpiles of nuclear weapons to something in the range of 1,000 weapons each, and to place all plutonium and HEU beyond the stocks needed to support these low, agreed warhead stockpiles (and modest stocks for other military missions, such as naval fuel) in secure, monitored storage pending disposition.

Recommendation: In particular, the United States and Russia should launch another round of reciprocal initiatives, comparable to the Presidential Nuclear Initiatives of 1991-1992, in which they would each agree to: (a) take several thousand warheads—including, but not limited to, all tactical warheads not equipped with modern, difficult-to-bypass electronic locks—and place them in secure, centralized storage; (b) allow visits to those storage sites by the other side to confirm the presence and the security of these warheads; (c) commit that these warheads will be verifiably dismantled as soon as procedures have been agreed by both sides to do so without compromising sensitive information; and (d) commit that the nuclear materials from these warheads will similarly be placed in secure, monitored storage after dismantlement.

Recommendation: The United States should accelerate the blend-down of the stocks of HEU it has already designated as excess to its military needs, and should expand the total amount of HEU declared excess as arms reductions proceed. Russia should seize the opportunity to gain billions of dollars in revenue and support its strategic initiatives in nuclear energy by blending down hundreds of tons of additional Russian HEU, beyond the 500 tons being blended under the U.S.-Russian HEU Purchase Agreement, which expires in 2013.² Ultimately, the United States and Russia should agree that all HEU not needed to support a small, agreed nuclear weapon stockpile and reduced naval use should be blended to LEU. Pending disposition, both the United States and Russia should consolidate their excess HEU at one or two sites; blending efforts should also be consolidated at one or two locations, with the minimum transportation necessary to the effort. All of this blending of HEU should be done with very stringent security and accounting arrangements in place, to ensure that these measures intended to reduce proliferation and terrorism risks do not contribute to them.³

---

¹ International Panel on Fissile Materials, Global Fissile Material Report 2011: Nuclear Weapons and Fissile Material Stockpiles and Production. Both the nuclear weapon figure and the HEU figure are highly uncertain, with the largest uncertainties relating to Russia’s stockpiles, which Russia has never publicly declared.


³ For a discussion of HEU disposition, see Matthew Bunn and Anatoli Diakov, “Disposition of Excess Highly
**REducing Excess Stockpiles (cont.)**

**Recommendation:** Similarly, the United States and Russia should work together to expand and accelerate their efforts to reduce their stockpiles of excess weapons plutonium, transforming them into forms that pose little more security risk than the large stockpiles of plutonium in spent fuel from commercial reactors (“the spent fuel standard”). Ultimately, both countries should declare all of their separated plutonium other than the amount needed to support low, agreed nuclear weapon stocks to be excess to their military needs and subject to disposition. As with HEU, excess plutonium stocks should be consolidated at one or two facilities, bulk processing for disposition should be consolidated at one or two facilities (ideally co-located with the storage facilities), transportation should be minimized, and stringent security and accounting procedures should be maintained throughout.  

**Recommendation:** The United States should work with Russia, France, the United Kingdom, Japan, and other countries with excess stockpiles of civilian plutonium to explore options for reducing these stockpiles. In some cases, it may be possible to use this material in reactor fuel; in other cases, it may make more sense to dispose of it as waste. Commercial deals in which one country uses the plutonium generated by another may be useful in reducing these stockpiles, if managed with effective security arrangements. For example, France may be able to use some of the plutonium on its soil that belongs to its foreign customers in French reactors, limiting the number of countries using plutonium fuel and the transports of this fuel. Ultimately, countries should reduce current stocks by 90% or more, to the levels that may genuinely be needed for “working stocks” as long as facilities managing separated plutonium continue to operate, and they should agree not to build large stocks up again. Over the long term, the United States should seek to build consensus that it is no longer acceptable to store tens of tons of separated plutonium for years at a time in the civilian fuel cycle.

**Recommendation:** In addition to reducing existing stockpiles, stopping the buildup of additional stockpiles is also important. On the civilian side, no new HEU is being produced; steps to reduce the huge ongoing accumulation of separated plutonium were discussed above. On the military side, President Obama should more aggressively seek new ways to overcome the obstacles to negotiating a verified fissile material cutoff treaty, including negotiating the text outside the Conference on Disarmament process if necessary—while also seeking to end all production of HEU for any purpose, and to phase out civilian separation of weapons-usable plutonium. As an initial step, President Obama should ensure that all U.S. reprocessing and enrichment facilities, old and new, are on the list of U.S. facilities eligible for IAEA safeguards, and offer to provide the funds necessary for the IAEA to implement safeguards at these facilities, while encouraging other states with nuclear weapons to do the same. By that means, the existing production moratoria could come under an increasing degree of verification step-by-step, using existing agreements and arrangements, pending development of a verification regime specific to the fissile cutoff.

---


With respect to research reactors, U.S. expert Harold McFarlane put the goal of consolidation as “more money to research, less to security.” He summed up the situation well:

In the United States at least, it costs far more to secure the fissile material than it does to operate a critical facility for a year, including all the measurement and analysis… Although the situation is unique in every country, if comparable security upgrades are not being made for other facilities, the international community has reason to question the adequacy of safeguards measures.

In some countries, however, nuclear security rules are not stringent enough to provide strong incentives for consolidation. In Japan in 2006, for example, one of the authors (Bunn) visited an LEU-fueled reactor that also had more than eight kilograms of separated plutonium on-site. They had received the plutonium years before, but had never had funding to do the experiments with it. In the United States, the extra cost of security for maintaining that plutonium would have amounted to millions of dollars per year, but in Japan it was so low it was not worth bothering to move the material to a large plutonium storage facility elsewhere on the Tokai nuclear site.

In other countries, the difference in security rules between weapons-usable nuclear materials and other materials is not large enough to create much incentive for consolidation. Russia is one example. A manager of the Krylov Shipbuilding Institute, asked by one of the authors (Bunn) how much his site would save on security from eliminating its HEU, replied “zero”—because under Russian rules, the site would need the same security to continue to operate with LEU. U.S. experts have been discussing a more graded approach to nuclear security regulations with Russian experts for years. New regulations approved in recent years represent some improvement, but there is much more to be done.

A related issue in Russia is that the cost of security does not fall entirely on the operator of a site, reducing the operator’s incentive to consolidate. For example, in many cases the Ministry of the Interior largely pays the costs of providing troops to guard nuclear facilities. Whether the sites pay for security themselves or a central agency pays the costs, a single entity ought to pay the full costs of security, so that those costs are clear, and the full benefit of reducing those costs by eliminating stocks of HEU or plutonium is obvious.

**Recommendation:** The U.S. government should greatly increase its focus on working to convince other countries to put in place nuclear security regulations that will ensure that any remaining HEU and plutonium sites are well-protected against both outsiders and insiders (with appropriate grading, so that the costs of guarding LEU are far lower), thereby creating a security cost incentive for operators to get rid of as many HEU and plutonium sites as possible. At the same time, the U.S. government should work with Russia to convince Russia to consolidate the full cost of nuclear security for each facility in a single set of hands, making those costs clear.

**Providing Incentives for Appropriate Shutdowns**

Many of the world’s research reactors have few remaining missions. Only a few reactors with unique capabilities are fully utilized and have enough money to operate almost continuously. The rest

76 McFarlane, “Is it Time to Consider Global Sharing of Integral Physics Data?” By “safeguards” in this context, McFarlane means “security”—in the United States, security and accounting measures for nuclear material have long been referred to as “domestic safeguards,” even though their purpose is dramatically different from the purpose of “international safeguards.”

77 Interview, July 2007.
struggle along on a variety of subsidies, used only part of the time. Many find they can no longer continue, and shut down.

Providing targeted incentives to encourage shutdowns of little-used HEU-fueled reactors should be added as a complementary policy tool to conversion. The IAEA, with support from the Nuclear Threat Initiative (NTI), is helping research reactors establish coalitions to share information, improve their strategic planning, allow other research or isotope reactors to step in when one facility has an unexpected outage, and more. These coalitions could make it possible for scientists from reactors that can no longer afford to keep operating to make use of other facilities in their region. But these coalitions are not currently structured to provide positive incentives for underutilized reactors to shut down. How should such incentives be provided? In some cases, the best route will be through national governments, which may be growing tired of the drain on the budget imposed by subsidizing these reactors and may be more willing to negotiate over these reactors’ fate than the operators themselves. Incentives packages might include funding research at a site that does not require the research reactor, funding research as a user group at another facility in the region, or helping with shutdown and decommissioning. In some cases, it may make sense to provide guaranteed employment for the staff of a facility to be shut down for a specified period, to ease the transition to work that does not require the use of the research reactor.

Adding shutdown as a complementary policy tool to conversion of reactor has several advantages. First, there are no technical barriers to shutdown—it can be pursued immediately, without waiting for new fuels to be developed, and there are no obstacles in reactor design, materials processing, or licensing. There are still more than two dozen HEU-fueled reactors that GTRI considers too difficult to convert, and some of the facilities GTRI does hope to convert face major conversion challenges—but shutdown would be technically feasible for all of them. Whether shutdown made sense overall would have to be decided case by case, depending on the balance of the benefits, costs, and risks of continued operation.

Second, in many cases, shutdown is likely to be cheaper and quicker than conversion (even taking into account the cost of related incentives). There is no need to buy new fuel, and the facility’s operating costs will be greatly reduced once it shuts down. Of course, once facilities shut down, they ultimately need to think about the costs of removing the nuclear material and decommissioning the facility—but U.S. and other nonproliferation programs are likely to be willing to cover much or all the cost of removing HEU in low-income countries, and the decommissioning costs will ultimately have to be incurred in any case. Moreover, many facilities are shut for a substantial period before any costs of decommissioning are incurred, which might be attractive in the current austere economic climate.

Even in the absence of any targeted incentives, nearly twice as many HEU-fueled reactors have shut down since conversion efforts began as have converted, as noted earlier, showing the potential power of the shutdown tool in HEU minimization efforts. Indeed, IAEA experts have estimated that of the roughly 260 reactors still operating in the world (both HEU-fueled and otherwise), only 30–40 are likely to be needed in the long term—suggesting that more than 80% of the world’s research reactors may be appropriate targets for either near-term or medium-term closure. Ultimately, research reac-

---


tors should go in the direction that particle accelerators went long ago—toward broad international sharing of a few high-capability machines.

**Recommendation:** The United States and other interested countries should explicitly add efforts to encourage unneeded facilities to shut down to their toolbox of HEU minimization approaches. They should offer a range of incentives targeted to the concerns of particular facilities or agencies charged with making these decisions to help convince them to shut little-used facilities and eliminate their HEU.

**Recommendation:** Such shut-down efforts should be institutionally separated from conversion efforts, so that the trust necessary to convince operators to convert is not undermined by the operators believing the real agenda of the conversion experts is to shut them down. The best approach might be for the United States and other interested countries, in cooperation with the IAEA, to launch a “Sound Nuclear Science Initiative,” focused on ensuring that the world gets the highest-quality research, training, and isotope production out of the smallest number of safe and secure reactors at the lowest cost. Such an initiative should have staff and funding that is separate from GTRI, though of course shutdown and conversion efforts should be closely coordinated.

**Incentives Targeted to the Needs of Each Site or Institution**

Governments, agencies, and operators will only agree to remove the nuclear weapons, plutonium, or HEU from a site when they believe it is in their interest to do so. An array of incentives must thus be targeted to the concerns of the particular decision-makers involved.

The history of successful HEU-removal efforts such as Project Sapphire in 1994, which removed 581 kg of HEU from Kazakhstan and Project Vinca in 2002, which removed 48 kilograms of HEU from Serbia, makes clear that incentives targeted to the needs of a particular country or facility can be essential to success—and that the needed incentives are likely to be different in each particular case, suggesting the need for flexible and creative approaches.80

Already, in a few high-priority cases, the GTRI program, in concert with several other agencies of the U.S. government, has offered some substantial incentives, ranging from help to establish a new accelerator facility for the Kharkiv Institute of Physics and Technology in Ukraine to assistance with a subcritical assembly for the Sosny Joint Institute for Power and Nuclear Research in Belarus. These have had important successes: they were critical to Ukraine’s agreement to eliminate all of the HEU on its soil (the most dangerous of which was the HEU at the Kharkiv institute), and to Belarus’ commitment to eliminate all of its HEU. Unfortunately, while Ukraine is moving forward on its commitment, Belarus announced that it would not eliminate its HEU after the United States sanctioned the country over charges of election fraud. As of early 2012, some discussions were continuing and U.S. officials still hoped to get the initiative back on track.

But there is a need to consider incentives more broadly, in a broad range of situations. For steady-
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80 In the case of Project Sapphire, the United States promised help for the facility itself, and tens of millions of dollars in cooperative threat reduction assistance for other projects. In the case of Project Vinca, authorities there would only allow the HEU to be removed if they received funding to deal with their spent fuel and nuclear waste problems—and since no U.S. government agency was well set up to provide funding for managing another country’s nuclear waste, the private Nuclear Threat Initiative (NTI) stepped in. See, for example, Philipp C. Bleek, Global Cleanout: An Emerging Approach to the Civil Nuclear Material Threat (Cambridge, Mass.: Project on Managing the Atom, Harvard University, 2004); http://belfercenter.ksg.harvard.edu/files/bleekglobalcleanout.pdf (accessed 30 March 2012)
state reactors concerned about the potential reduction in neutron flux resulting from converting to LEU, the United States or other countries promoting conversion might couple conversion assistance with help installing a modern neutron guide that could actually increase neutron flux at the experiment locations ten-fold, as Princeton’s Alexander Glaser has suggested. In other cases, it may be that agreeing to cooperate on another high-profile technical initiative can overcome the prestige concerns in giving up a stock of HEU. As noted earlier, incentives to help convince little-used reactors to shut down might include funding for other research not requiring the reactor, funding for the scientists at that site to travel to other reactors and use them, help with decommissioning the facility, or help with a new technical piece of equipment that can take the institute in a different direction.

It may in some cases be necessary to offer incentives not only for developing countries or transition countries, but for wealthy developed countries as well. These are, after all, the countries where a large fraction of the HEU and separated plutonium outside the United States and Russia exist. The fact that these countries have the funds to deal with consolidating theirstocks on their own does not mean that they will choose to do so in the absence of incentives.

Of course, many important incentives will not be financial but diplomatic. A visit from the President or from another high-level official, agreement to support a cherished government initiative, communications that make clear that relations with the United States will be better if the country agrees to the consolidation initiative—all of these and more can be important parts of reaching agreement to remove a particular dangerous stock of nuclear material. But they require that all branches and departments within the U.S. government make international fissile material consolidation a priority, and be willing to put forward resources to support that goal.

**Recommendation:** International efforts to consolidate nuclear material should include a broad range of incentives, targeted to the concerns of individual facilities and the agencies that oversee them, to gain agreement on removing nuclear weapons, separated plutonium, or HEU from particular sites. The Obama administration and Congress should work together to ensure that relevant U.S. programs have (a) sufficiently broad authority to cover a range of potential incentives, and (b) sufficient funding for the incentives that may be needed. As recommended in the box on the obstacles to consolidation, U.S. consolidation efforts should include teams that include technical experts, officials from the U.S. embassy in the country, and other political officials, to pull together all the elements that may be necessary to achieve success.

**Recommendation:** Belarus should return to its commitment to eliminate the HEU on its soil, in cooperation with other countries. The United States and other interested countries should continue to work to convince Belarus to fulfill this commitment. Russia is Belarus’ closest ally, energy supplier, and nuclear technology supplier, and should expand its effort to to convince Belarus to allow this HEU to be removed and replaced with LEU. Russia, the United States, and other interested countries should offer both positive and negative incentives for progress.

**Recommendation:** Given its presidential-level commitment to minimizing HEU and its global leadership role in nonproliferation, South Africa should decide to eliminate the hundreds of kilograms of HEU left over from its former weapons program (and the smaller stocks of HEU in irradiated fuel and targets from the Pelindaba reactor). South Africa has the largest stock of weapons-grade HEU in

---

Making Medical Isotopes

Medical isotopes have traditionally been produced by irradiating uranium targets—usually HEU targets—in research reactors. This generates a number of fission products, including Mo-99, and the targets are then chemically processed to separate the Mo-99 from the rest of the material. Mo-99 decays (with a half-life of 2.75 days) to technetium-99m (Tc-99m), which is used in medical imaging in some 30 million diagnostic procedures every year (14 million of which are performed in the United States). The other largest market is in Europe. Because of Mo-99’s short half-life, the targets are only irradiated briefly—so when HEU is used, the leftover material after production is still HEU, often weapon-grade, and only lightly irradiated. Globally, some 40-50 kilograms of HEU are used for medical isotope production every year.2

However, Mo-99 can be produced using LEU fuel and targets in reactors. A study by a committee of the National Academy of Sciences concluded that there are “no technical reasons that adequate quantities [of medical isotopes] cannot be produced from LEU targets in the future.”3 The process is more expensive for the reactor operator—with an increased cost of anywhere from 10 to 30 percent—and also results in increased waste (since there is more unused U-238 in LEU). But the effect on the price of the pharmaceutical once it reaches the health care provider is very small: a committee of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences has estimated that the increased costs of producing Mo-99 would represent less than 1% of the total cost of the delivered pharmaceutical, which itself is a small part of the medical procedure in which it is used.4

The medical isotope market is a commercial market, but heavily influenced by government policies, regulations, and subsidies. The market is dominated by four major producers: MDS Nordion (Canada), Covidien (Netherlands), Institut National des Radioéléments (Belgium), and the Nuclear Energy Corporation of South Africa (NECSA). Until recently, all of these producers used HEU targets, and resisted conversion to LEU, citing concerns about the cost of handling increased waste and disruption of production.5 South Africa decided to convert any developing non-nuclear-weapon state, and the material, stored at the Pelindaba nuclear site, is of particular concern following the November 2007 attack on the site by two groups of armed men.82 Since then, South Africa has taken major positive steps, converting its research reactor to run on LEU.

---

2 National Academy of Sciences, Medical Isotope Production Without Highly Enriched Uranium, p. 11.
3 National Academy of Sciences, Medical Isotope Production Without Highly Enriched Uranium, p. 2.
5 However, all but one of the five reactors used for large-scale Mo-99 production have converted to LEU fuel, and the BR-2 in Belgium is in the process of being converted See: G.F. Vandergrift et al., “GTRI Progress in Technology Development for Conversion of Mo-99 Production to Low Enriched Uranium” (paper present-
6 For a description of this event, see Bunn, Securing the Bomb 2008, pp. 3-4 (with sources cited therein),
to LEU targets in 2009, and is now producing much of its medical isotopes with LEU (though the slow pace of European country-by-country regulatory decisions to permit the use of isotopes produced by this different process has delayed complete conversion). Mo-99 has not been produced in the United States for many years, but NNSA has entered into cost-sharing arrangements with four groups seeking to establish non-HEU production in the United States. Russia is now entering the isotope market in a major way, including through a contract to supply isotopes through Canada’s MDS Nordion, and plans to use both HEU fuel and HEU targets; Russia’s production—which may be state-subsidized—could potentially make planned non-HEU production uncompetitive.6

The reactors that the major suppliers use to produce medical isotopes are old, and will soon need to be replaced. Shut-downs of Canada’s National Research Universal (NRU) reactor in 2007 and 2009, combined with the suspension of Canada’s plans to build new isotope production reactors and disruptions at European facilities, created a major shortage of medical isotopes and global concerns over the adequacy and reliability of supply. Hence, policymakers in the United States and elsewhere have been pursuing two key objectives: ensuring a reliable future supply of medical isotopes, and doing so without HEU.

To achieve these objectives, the U.S. government has been pursuing three main pathways: (1) Helping U.S. groups to establish new production methods that do not use HEU, expanding supply and making the United States less dependent on imports; (2) helping smaller foreign producers begin supplying non-HEU medical isotopes; and (3) helping those major producers willing to do so to convert from HEU to non-HEU production.

In principle, the Canadian, Belgian, and Dutch suppliers have in the past committed to converting when appropriate targets become available, but translating these words into practice has not been easy. Canada plans to cease isotope production in the aging NRU reactor in 2016, and is unlikely to be willing to undergo the expense of converting its process to LEU in the short time before then; new medical-isotope production reactors known as MAPLE, were cancelled by the Canadian government and beginning the process of converting Mo-99 production to LEU before any of the other major producers were willing to do so, as well as undertaking major security upgrades at the Pelindaba site. Since it will no longer use HEU for either fuel or targets, South Africa no longer has any need for the HEU at Pelindaba, which could be blended to LEU worth tens of millions of dollars. The United States and other interested countries should continue and expand their discussions with South Africa.
over the future of this material. Negotiations with South Africa—a leader of the Non-Aligned Movement—have a strong political dimension. As noted in the box on obstacles to consolidation, South Africa and other non-nuclear-weapon states question why, having already fulfilled their obligations under the NPT, they should have to go still further and eliminate their small HEU stockpiles when the nuclear weapon states are maintaining huge HEU stockpiles and failing (in this view) to meet their NPT obligation to negotiate in good faith toward nuclear disarmament. Interested countries should structure packages of incentives that help address South Africa’s disarmament concerns, while also making available the substantial monetary value of South Africa’s enriched uranium. South Africa could gain nuclear prestige by undertaking major non-HEU R&D projects, and by taking the leading role in turning the Pelindaba Nuclear Weapon Free Zone (NWFZ), covering all of Africa, into a zone also free of weapons-usable nuclear material (see discussion later in this paper).

**Incentives for Isotope Production Without HEU**

Medical isotope producers use approximately 50 kilograms of HEU a year for isotope production targets. This material is only lightly irradiated when making isotopes, and after processing is stored at the processing sites, building up to hundreds of kilograms of weapon-grade HEU “waste” at some locations. Current efforts to provide adequate, stable supplies of medical isotopes produced without HEU should be continued. (See “Making Medical Isotopes,” above) But it seems clear that additional incentives to motivate producers of medical isotopes to convert are needed. In particular, if Russia begins providing large quantities of isotopes made from HEU at low cost as is currently planned, it could undermine the economic prospects for producers hoping to establish or continue non-HEU production.

The United States has four key sources of leverage in this industry: (1) it is the largest market for medical isotopes; (2) it supplies most of the HEU used for medical isotope production; (3) its non-proliferation programs have funding available to help support non-HEU-based production; and (4) with other countries, it has helped foster a growing international consensus that the civil use of HEU should be phased out wherever practicable. The United States should take steps to expand its use of each of these four sources of leverage, and encourage other interested countries to do the same.

**Recommendation:** States throughout the international community, having agreed on the goal of minimizing the civil use of HEU, should send the message to producers that they will give preference to purchasing isotopes made without HEU. As the world’s largest market for medical isotopes, the United States plays a special role. The U.S. Congress should pass legislation that would either (a) prohibit the import of medical isotopes produced with HEU after a specified date unless relevant authorities certified that adequate non-HEU supplies were not available; or (b) impose a user fee on all medical isotopes made using HEU, perhaps amounting to roughly 30-50 percent of the value of the isotopes. Such steps would create a powerful incentive for producers to convert from HEU. They may be essential to avoid having non-HEU production undercut by HEU-based supplies, some of which may be state-subsidized. Because the isotopes represent a tiny fraction of the cost of the medical procedures that use them, such a fee would have little effect on patient costs or the availability of needed isotopes. The revenue could be used to assist producers willing to convert. This approach

---


84 The specific amount required to ensure that non-HEU supplies were economically competitive would have to be judged based on market conditions.
should be included in an amended version of the American Medical Isotopes Production Act, now being debated in Congress.

**Recommendation:** The United States should strengthen its efforts to use the leverage provided by its role as the main supplier of HEU for isotope production to convince suppliers to convert. NNSA should continue its effort to get Belgian and Dutch companies that produce isotopes to commit to specific conversion plans in return for a last shipment of HEU. The U.S. Congress should pass the American Medical Isotopes Production Act (with an amendment as noted above), which would (a) authorize matching funds (and government responsibility for radioactive wastes from isotope production) to help the private sector establish non-HEU medical isotope production in the United States and (b) prohibit U.S. exports of HEU for medical isotope production beginning seven years after enactment, unless the Secretary of Energy certifies that non-HEU supplies are not sufficient to meet U.S. needs. The importance of such action was highlighted by General Electric’s recent announcement that it was suspending, for financial reasons, its efforts to develop a novel, non-HEU production method of isotopes.

**Recommendation:** The United States should continue and expand its support for producers willing to convert to non-HEU production and for isotope production without HEU in the United States. A $25 million grant to cover part of the costs of conversion proved influential in South Africa’s decision to convert. NNSA is exploring similar cooperation with other major producers. NNSA should also explore possibilities for such cooperation with Russia. Similarly, given the competition coming from subsidized HEU-based isotope production, NNSA should consider increasing the cap on GTRI support for any single domestic producer from $25 to $50 million. Domestic production of medical isotopes without HEU would eliminate the need for the United States—the world’s largest market for medical isotopes—to import medical isotopes produced with HEU.

**Recommendation:** Interested countries, including the United States, should continue to work to strengthen the international consensus in favor of minimizing the civil use of HEU in general, and of phasing out HEU use for medical isotope production in particular. It should seek strong language on phasing out HEU use for isotope production at the next nuclear security summit, the Global Initiative to Combat Nuclear Terrorism, and in other contexts. It should seek to convince the governments of Canada, Belgium, the Netherlands, Russia, and smaller HEU-based suppliers (such as Poland) to

---

85 From 1992-2005, the Schumer Amendment prohibited U.S. exports of HEU for research reactor fuel or targets unless (a) no appropriate LEU fuel or target was available for the facility requesting it; (b) appropriate LEU fuels or targets were under development; and (c) the facility committed to convert when appropriate LEU fuel or targets became available. U.S. exports of HEU plunged to almost nothing, and in principle at least, the major producers of Mo-99 committed to convert to LEU when appropriate targets became available. But in 2005, after a fierce lobbying campaign largely sponsored by the isotope producers (especially MDS Nordion), the Burr Amendment lifted this restriction. The Medical Isotopes Act would create a more complete ban than the Schumer Amendment, beginning seven years after enactment.


87 According to one account, South Africa’s decision to convert to LEU targets was influenced in part by the American Medical Isotopes Production Act, which caused South African officials to become concerned that the U.S. would soon institute a tariff on HEU-produced Mo-99. A $25 million grant from the NNSA to help the NECSA convert also helped influence the final decision. See Chloe Colby, “The Conversion of South Africa’s Medical Isotope Production from HEU to LEU: Policy Implications for Global Conversion” (Austin: NPPP Policy Research Project, University of Texas at Austin, 2011), http://www.heuphaseout.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/Colby.pdf (accessed 26 February 2012).
commit to phasing out the use of HEU by a specified date—and ask these countries to include that promise in their national commitments for the next nuclear security summit.

**Recommendation:** Like the United States, European countries should use their substantial market power to encourage the switch to non-HEU production of medical isotopes, expressing a clear preference for purchasing isotopes made without the use of HEU. As the U.S. Food and Drug Administration has already done, European health regulatory bodies should fast-track the licensing of LEU-made isotopes. (The slow pace of this process is now the major obstacle to completing South Africa’s phase-out of HEU use.)

**Recommendation:** Following up on the strong support the 17,000-member Society for Nuclear Medicine has offered for the American Medical Isotopes Production Act, medical societies and physicians groups should spread awareness among physicians and patients about the importance of demanding “safe and sustainable” (i.e. terrorist and proliferation-proof) rather than “cheap” supplies of Mo-99. Groups such as the American Association of Medical Dosimetrists (AAMD), the American Public Health Association, and Physicians for Social Responsibility are already involved; international associations such as the European Association of Nuclear Medicine and the World Federation of Nuclear Medicine & Biology should join them in supporting non-HEU production and educating their members to purchase isotopes produced without HEU where possible, creating further incentives for producers to convert.

**Recommendation:** Canada should work with Russia to develop a plan to shift their production of medical isotopes away from the use of HEU.

**Recommendation:** Based on its nonproliferation leadership, its Presidential-level commitment to minimize the civil use of HEU, and the likelihood that major markets will enact preferences for non-HEU supplies, Russia should begin a rapid transition away from the use of HEU in its production of medical isotopes.

**A Broad Offer to Buy HEU**

The United States and other countries should create a broad incentive that encourages facilities with excess HEU to identify themselves and seek opportunities to eliminate it. Most civil HEU outside of the United States and Russia is located in high-income countries such as Germany, France, and Canada, to which the United States does not currently offer any incentives for consolidating their HEU.

Additional incentives may be needed in high-income countries and others to achieve the maximum practicable reduction in sites with HEU. One important incentive could be based on the inherent value of HEU. One metric ton of 90-percent enriched uranium could be blended with depleted uranium to create 20 tons of 4.7-percent enriched LEU for the commercial market, worth more than $40 million. Of course, the costs of securing, transporting, and processing the material to produce LEU must be subtracted from this figure. Less enriched material is worth less, and irradiated material is a net liability since the costs of managing it outweigh its potential value.

**Recommendation:** The United States should make an open offer to purchase HEU from any country willing to give it up. The United States might offer $25,000 per kilogram for 90% enriched mate-
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rial, for example—roughly the original price agreed to in the U.S.-Russian HEU Purchase Agreement—with any HEU purchased to be stored at a single secure site in the United States (such as the Y-12 facility) and eventually blended to LEU. The only condition would be that countries providing HEU should not be making or importing more. The program should be structured to focus on eliminating the modest stocks at small facilities, not on buying up the huge stocks of excess weapons HEU in the United States and Russia; indeed, it might include a bonus payment for facilities that eliminated 100 percent of their weapons-usable nuclear material. 89 Not all of the HEU purchased would need to physically come to the United States—some of it might be processed in facilities in Russia or France where fissile material already exists, for example. Lower per-kilogram payments could be offered for less enriched or irradiated material that poses lower proliferation threats. If this approach was extremely successful and countries agreed to give up 10 tons of HEU, the total cost of this extra incentive would be only $250 million (plus the costs of securing, transporting, and processing the material—likely to be higher than the purchase cost proposed here). In reality, the purchase cost would be substantially less, since much of the relevant HEU is in less-enriched or irradiated forms, and it is unlikely that a quantity as large as 10 tons of HEU would be addressed through such an effort. While some of the purchase cost might go to wealthy countries, the cost would be tiny by comparison to the security stakes—and the United States should work with other countries, such as France and Germany, to convince them to make a similar offer or contribute to the fund paying for the effort. Such an incentive would be particularly useful in convincing critical assemblies and pulse reactors, with their large quantities of high-quality HEU, to convert or shut down, as it would create financial incentives to eliminate their material and help defray the costs they might incur.

**Strengthening Global Consolidation Norms**

A global norm in favor of minimizing the civil use of HEU is emerging, through both statements of international bodies and conferences and the actual HEU-reduction actions of states. Additional action to strengthen these norms could help convince countries to convert or shut down HEU-fueled reactors and eliminate the HEU they once used.

The nuclear security summit, recent NPT Review Conferences, and the UN Security Council have all called for minimizing the civil use of HEU. 90 The nations participating in the Global Initiative to Combat Nuclear Terrorism have gone further, identifying “minimizing the use of highly enriched uranium and plutonium in civilian facilities and activities” (emphasis added) as one of their “key priorities.” 91

---

89 This would include, of course, arrangements to ensure that they were not producing or importing more HEU. The program would be intended to clear out small stocks of HEU from facilities around the world, not to address the huge excess stockpiles that will remain in Russia after the current 500-ton U.S.-Russian HEU purchase is complete; those stocks should be addressed in separate agreements designed for that purpose (see main text below). The program might offer smaller amounts for HEU in forms that would be more difficult for terrorists to make a bomb from, such as material that was only 20–50% enriched or irradiated material. The proposal here would be an addition to existing incentives. In developing and transition countries, GTRI already encourages reactors to convert to low-enriched uranium (LEU) fuel and send back their fresh and spent HEU fuel by providing new LEU fuel (valued at some $15,000 per kilogram) free of charge, and paying the costs of packaging, transport, and disposition. Many research reactors, however, already have enough HEU fuel for their projected reactor lifetimes, or for many years to come; for them, supply of LEU fuel offers little incentive to switch to LEU and ship away their HEU. Where needed, GTRI sometimes offers additional incentives in the form of technical assistance to improve reactor efficiency or to replace shut-down reactors as well as providing technical training.


What could be done to strengthen this emerging norm? The consolidation initiative outlined in this paper, would help to strengthen the consolidation norm, and so build its own momentum. In addition, the U.S. and other interested countries must seek stronger assertions of the norm in international meetings and resolutions.

**Recommendation:** To solve a problem, it helps to know how big the problem is. Hence, all countries should agree to declare their stocks of HEU and separated plutonium. Such declarations could begin by adding guidelines for civilian HEU declarations to the already existing guidelines for civilian plutonium declarations, and then convincing the full set of countries that have HEU or plutonium on their soil to participate. Declarations of military stockpiles of plutonium and HEU may take longer, but should also be pursued, step-by-step. The participants in the nuclear security summit process should seek to reach agreement on declarations of at least civilian HEU by 2014; even if full agreement on declarations of military stocks of plutonium and HEU could not be reached, individual countries could be encouraged to make declarations of military stocks on their own, as the United States and Great Britain have done in the past.\(^92\)

**Recommendation:** The participants in the nuclear security summit process should endorse a code of conduct on the use of HEU, including commitments to convert any facilities that can be converted, shut any facilities that are unneeded, and eliminate any HEU that facilities no longer need. If sufficient progress cannot be made by Seoul, this code of conduct could be adopted and further strengthened at meetings of the Global Initiative, by the G-20, or at the next nuclear security summit in 2014.

**Recommendation:** The parties to the nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty should seek a strong statement on HEU minimization at the next NPT review conference, endorsing the role of minimizing HEU as a fundamental part of nuclear security, which supports all three pillars of the NPT—disarmament, nonproliferation, and peaceful use.\(^93\)

**Recommendation:** The parties to existing Nuclear Weapons Free Zones (NWFZs) should seek to eliminate all the weapons-usable nuclear material in their zones, and then make political declarations that these are also zones free of weapons-usable nuclear material. If current plans are fulfilled, there will soon be no more HEU or separated plutonium in the Latin American zone established by the Treaty of Tlatelolco; the only HEU in the African zone established by the Treaty of Pelindaba is South Africa’s stock and just under a kilogram each in Niger and Ghana (both in research reactors that may soon be converted); it may soon be possible to remove the last small amounts of HEU from the South Pacific and South-East Asian zones established by the Treaties of Rorotonga and Bangkok; and if Kazakhstan—decides to eliminate all its HEU, it may also be possible to eliminate all HEU and separated plutonium from the Central Asian zone established by the Treaty of Semei. Should


that occur, essentially all of the southern hemisphere would be in zones free of both nuclear weapons and weapons-usable nuclear material.

**Funding the Effort**

Many of the steps recommended in this paper will cost money. But their costs are modest by comparison to their security benefits—and in many cases, the savings in security costs will more than compensate for the costs of consolidation.

The United States, like many other countries, is facing serious budget problems and has decided to reduce overall federal spending by hundreds of billions of dollars. But it should be remembered that the amounts spent on consolidation and other threat reduction efforts make up a tiny portion of federal spending. The security stakes in preventing terrorists from getting nuclear weapons are huge, yet all U.S. threat reduction programs combined amount to less than half of one percent of what the United States spends every year on defense. Given the security stakes, U.S. policymakers should not allow these efforts to be slowed by lack of funds.

The United States, which has been funding many of these efforts, should continue, and other states should join in offering funding, expertise, or in-kind contributions. Other countries that have produced and distributed nuclear material abroad—Russia, France, China and the United Kingdom—should also be willing to pay the costs to return HEU to their countries and store and eliminate it once there. The U.S. Congress should be commended for providing all but $8 million of the funding the Obama administration had requested for GTRI (a cut of less than 2%) despite cuts of hundreds of billions of dollars in the federal budget overall for fiscal year (FY) 2012. For FY 2013, however, the Obama administration has proposed a budget in which GTRI’s efforts to remove nuclear and radiological materials from potentially vulnerable locations around the world would be cut by some $47 million compared to the FY 2012 appropriation (a 19% cut). Moreover, GTRI’s projected budgets for FY 2013-FY2016 have been cut by more than half a billion dollars compared to previous plans. Clearly, there has been no dramatic reduction in the number of HEU-fueled reactors to be converted or shut down, or the amount of HEU to be removed; this requested budget and set of projections, if left unchanged, seems certain to slow progress, and would certainly make it far more difficult to expand consolidation efforts to cover a broader set of materials and facilities and a broader range of incentives, as recommended in this paper.

**Recommendation:** The Obama administration and Congress should work together to find ways to provide sufficient funding for GTRI and other consolidation efforts so that no opportunity to consolidate nuclear weapons or materials is delayed by lack of funds. This should include sufficient funding for incentives to help convince sites and the agencies that oversee them to support consolidation.

**Recommendation:** Russia, as a global leader in nonproliferation, should set aside funds to pay for shipping Russian-origin HEU back to Russia and processing it there, rather than relying on the United States to pay the full costs as it does now. Russia should also set aside sufficient funds to ship all unneeded HEU within Russia, both fresh and irradiated, to appropriate facilities for processing.

---

**Recommendation:** France, which fabricates much of the world’s LEU research reactor fuel, should cover a portion of the cost of fabricating the first LEU cores for reactors converting from HEU as one of its contributions to nonproliferation, rather than relying on the United States to pay the full cost. Similarly, as South Korea begins to fabricate high-density LEU research reactor fuels in the future, it should cover a portion of the cost as a contribution to nonproliferation.

**Recommendation:** Now that the participants in the G8 Global Partnership Against the Spread of Weapons and Materials of Mass Destruction have agreed to expand the partnership to a global focus, with security for nuclear materials a high priority, participating countries should focus some of their funding on helping states consolidate nuclear materials at fewer locations. Canada’s pledge in 2010 to contribute $5 million to GTRI’s reactor conversion fund was welcome, and Canada should continue to fund U.S. NNSA efforts. The United Kingdom should also support global consolidation efforts through direct donations to the IAEA or to GTRI, or by paying for the removal of any remaining HEU that it once transferred to foreign countries. China should continue to assist in the conversion of HEU-fueled Miniature Neutron Source Reactors (MNSRs) that it sent to foreign countries, and also increase its dedicated financial support for the IAEA’s consolidation efforts.

**The Way Forward**

Each building where nuclear weapons, HEU, or separated plutonium exists represents another chance for a security vulnerability to lead to catastrophe, with potential nuclear bomb material falling into the hands of terrorists or criminals. The world is making progress in reducing the number of locations where such a disaster could occur. But more needs to be done, and soon. Countries around the world could take simple and relatively inexpensive steps to consolidate highly enriched uranium and plutonium to a small number of heavily guarded locations. The vision of a world in which locations with nuclear weapons, HEU, and separated plutonium are few, and effectively secured wherever they continue to exist, can be achieved rapidly if countries are willing to work together toward that objective. An unjustified complacency is the biggest barrier to action; it is time for countries to summon the political will to act.

---
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